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Enjoy Australia’s most extensive free, festive program as Christmas in Brisbane 

returns to South Bank Parklands, Roma Street Parkland and the City. Gather friends 

and family, young and old, for dazzling fireworks, joyous carols, enchanting light 

displays, outdoor cinemas and plenty more – there’s something for everyone!!

25 NOVEMBER–24 DECEMBER
CHRISTMASINBRISBANE.COM.AU   |   #CHRISTMASINBRISBANE
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A story of courage, tradition 
& daring Australian spirit.
Join us for a live show with three course dinner and drinks 
commemorating the centenary of the ANZACS and the
heroes of the legendary Australian Light Horse.

outbackspectacular.com.au or call 13 33 86
1610861 AUSTRALIAN OUTBACK SPECTACULAR © 2016 Village Roadshow Theme Parks.
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Contributors

Belinda  Glindemann FEATURES EDITOR

Belinda knew she was destined for a career in communications and publishing from the age of 11 when her Year 6 teacher 
introduced her to poster projects and glitter pens. She completed her journalism cadetship in the Whitsundays and went on to hold 
various newspaper and magazine editor roles across Brisbane in a media career spanning more than a decade. When Belinda’s not 
writing for haven, she runs her own PR agency, kid-wrangles two young daughters and drinks way too much sweet tea.

belinda@havenmagazine.com.au

Fe Taylor HEALTH & WELLBEING

Fe is the founder and director of the Children's Health and Wellbeing Expo. As a fitness professional, Fe operates Fe Taylor Fitness 
and Leaps & Bounds Children's Fitness Centre. Fe is mum to Tom and Jude.

www.completetransformation.com.au

Jane Whittred (Mrs Red)  ART PROJECTS

Jane has a Bachelor of Art under one arm, a PG Diploma of Education under the other, three children and a hubby in one hand and 
a mini farm in Gold Coast's hinterland in the other hand. Jane owns Mrs Red's Art Room in Burleigh and is a passionate teacher to 
both children and adults in visual art. 

www.mrsredsartroom.com.au

Debbie Hogg LIFE SKILLS

Debbie is one of Australia’s leading award winning coaches PCC/APC, Master NLP practitioner, speaker, women’s retreat master, 
writer, podcaster, adventurous hiker and is The Self-Worth Coach. Debbie is passionate about helping women manage their inner 
and outer balance. She is co-creator of Life Skills Programs, assisting parents teach children confidence and resilience. Debbie 
knows that when we give ourselves permission to fully show up in our life, amazing serendipities occur! She is mum to two amazing 
teenager daughters.

www.lifeskillsprograms.com.au   l    www.debbiehogg.com

Tanya Curtis  BEHAVIOUR SPECIALIST, COUNSELLOR & FACILITATOR

Tanya founded Fabic (Functional Assessment & Behavioural Interventions Clinic) in 2006 with a vision to support people to 
understand and change unwanted behaviours. Tanya is an author, writes and presents behaviour specialist DVDs, and has 
developed online behaviour support programs.

www.fabic.com.au 

Dr Elen ApThomas GENERAL PRACTITIONER, THE MEDICAL SANCTUARY

Dr Elen is the founding doctor of The Medical Sanctuary and a leading general practitioner with more than 20 years of private 
clinical experience practising integrative nutritional medicine. She regularly provides surgical assistance to leading Queensland 
gynaecological and obstetric surgeons and is the creator of the world’s first 'Fermented Food Detoxification Program' called the 
FFDetox.

www.medsan.com.au

Georgia Harding FOOD/NATUROPATH

Georgia is a naturopath with 19 years' experience, a mum, cookbook author and creator of The Well Nourished Lunch Box 
Challenge. She shares her inspiring health advice and free, nourishing, family friendly recipes on her popular website.

www.wellnourished.com.au

Anthony Sherratt DADDY DIARIES

Anthony is a full-time stay-at-home dad who juggles looking after his twin girls, lecturing at university and contributing to a variety 
of websites and publications. He's finally thankful for his insomnia.

Moyra Major RADIO ANNOUNCER/PUBLIC SPEAKING COACH

Moyra has been a familiar voice on Gold Coast radio for more than a decade. Throughout her career in radio she’s had the pleasure 
of interviewing people from all over the globe and has even appeared on the Ellen DeGeneres Show in LA. She loves speaking in 
public, whether it be through the radio or in front of an audience. But she wasn't always very good at it. Moyra finetuned the skill, 
starting her own business, Major Confident, in 2015 to help those like her who struggled to face an audience.

www.majorconfident.com
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The team... From the editor...
Hello summer! Welcome to our bumper holiday issue of 
haven full of summer vibes and holiday cheer. The crew 
at haven HQ are ready to pack away their laptops in 
exchange for swimmers and sand buckets as we hit the 
beach, families in tow. 

But first it’s time to embrace the holiday cheer, save the 
date for your favourite Christmas carols event, get your 
final dose of shopping inspo and create a delicious holiday 
menu for your tribe. We have all that and so much more 
inside this holiday issue of haven. 

As school holidays kick off, I only hope I can keep my 
intentions of teaching my girls how to braid their own 
hair, get cooking with some simple meals for them to 
master along with holiday treats, and teach my little fella 
how to ride his bike with no training wheels. Our family 
has some adventures planned, day trips to explore our 
own backyard plus a two-week seaside camping getaway 
where we will surf, read books, play board games and 
celebrate the year that was with close friends. Then it’s 
back to school time before we know it so make the most 
of the summer days and be sure to pack a copy of haven 
in your beach bag!

It’s holiday time! 

Happy days,

Keeley

Haven family photo outakes

Fun at the flicks watching Fantastic Beasts

Laser tag birthday fun at Timezone

Cover shoot by Sarah Ryan

Umbrella from Beach Kit 

Gir ls weekend away in Byron Bay

HAPPY HOLIDAYSThe crew at haven wish  
you happy days, adventure, 

chill time and a safe holiday season!Connect with us
www.havenmagazine.com.au

Haven Hub

Rainbow spotting at  

Nobby Beach

"Palm trees, ocean breeze, salty 

air, sun kissed hair, endless 

summer, take me there". 

editor@havenmagazine.com.au  l  www.havenmagazine.com.au
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News

SANCTUARY OF 
CHRISTMAS CHEER
The Marine Village will burst to life for ‘A 
Sanctuary Cove Christmas’ with holiday 
merriment, free entertainment, fine dining, 
boutique shopping and stocking loads of 
activities for the kids from December 14-18. 
Lights will be switched off and candles will 
be glowing on December 14 with a special 
Dinner By Candlelight. A chorus of talented 
voices will then send the traditional sounds of 
the season floating through the precinct on 
December 15 alongside a selection of pop-up 
stalls along the boardwalk featuring some of 
The Marine Village’s boutique retailers. There 
will also be a jam-packed daily schedule of 
pony rides, train journeys, roving performers, 
face painting, dancing reindeers and jumping 
castle jaunts. Santa’s Grotto will also be set 
up to stage Saint Nicholas-inspired selfies and 
festive family memories between 10am-1pm. 
So much festivity – don’t miss it!
Visit www.sanctuarycove.com

#SHOPSMALL
With Christmas only a matter of sleeps away, 
it’s definitely the season for shopping right 
now. But, instead of hitting the big shopping 
malls and making the biggest businesses 
even richer, The Village Markets’ cofounder 
Marissa Bowden is encouraging haven readers 
to shop small and buy local. “We urge you to 
support your local creative businesses – it’s 
so important,” she says. Marissa says many 
of the creatives behind the businesses at 
The Village Markets design and hand-make 
their products and many are local mums and 
dads supporting families. The Village Markets 
are open December 4, 11 and 18 and then 
January 1 and 15. The New Year’s Day market 
will have a really strong family focus with 
family entertainment, food stalls, live music 
and the usual lineup of boutique market stalls. 
Make sure you #shopsmall these holidays.
Visit www.thevillagemarkets.co

FRIENDS 
IN NEED
Domestic violence charity Friends with Dignity 
has recently launched their ‘Little Friends’ 
campaign across South-East Queensland 
providing free, creative and individualised 
entertainment packs to children at hospitals, 
police stations and refuges. In 2015, 78,000 
domestic violence incidents were reported in 
Queensland alone, with one in three women 
affected in their lifetime and two women dying 
every week in Australia at the hands of their 
partner or ex-partner. Friends with Dignity 
identifies that children and their parents flee 
a dangerous environment every day and 
arrive at hospital emergency departments or 
domestic violence crisis services unprepared 
with anything to keep the children distracted 
during stressful times. 
“By providing children with something 
meaningful to do at a time of uncertainty, 
these packs can help to redirect their thoughts 
from stressful, anxiety-inducing concerns to 
fun, learning and genuine child-appropriate 
creative activities,” says Friends with Dignity 
founder Manuela Whitford. 
To date, more than 3300 packs have been 
delivered to children’s support services in 
South-East Queensland.
Visit www.friendswithdignity.org.au

BLISS BOOKS 
HONOURS’ STEVE 
When Louise Roche lost her husband Steve 
2013, it was the worst chapter in her life. 
Married for 18 years and best friends for 
longer, they had a genuine partnership and 
Louise says Steve’s zest for life was infectious. 
A love of books was a common thread in 
their lives and so her decision to open Bliss 
Books and Gifts at Paddington was inspired by 
Steve. Steve had suffered depression for many 
years before he took his own life. Bliss Books 
and Gifts specialises in books of personal 
development and self-discovery, similar to 
those that gave Louise strength. A children’s 
section also features books to help young 
readers learn how to cope with challenges 
affecting their lives. 
Bliss Books and Gifts can be found at The 
Barracks, 61 Petrie Terrace, Brisbane.  
Phone 3162 7368.

MUMS DO MATTER
‘Me time’ for mums is vital to maintaining 
good emotional health and helping to cope 
with the ups and downs of parenthood. A 
new mobile tool called “mummatters” has 
been developed to help mums and mums-
to-be look after their emotional wellbeing. 
mummatters provides tips for carving out 
‘me time’, building resilience and coping 
skills and also offers advice on where to 
get further support if needed. It’s been 
developed by Bupa alongside mums and 
experts at St John of God Health Care and 
the University of NSW. 
Visit www.bupa.com.au/mummatters

upfront
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50 YEARS YOUNG
The “Happy Birthday Play School: Celebrating 50 years” 
exhibition hits the Gold Coast City Gallery, Surfers 
Paradise, from December 3 to February 5. Come inside 
and find all your favourite characters including Big Ted, 
Little Ted, Humpty and Jemima as well as the Rocket 
Clock and all the Play School Windows. This exhibition 
brings our childhood stories alive. Entry to the exhibition 
is free and suitable for all ages.
Visit www.theartscentregc.com.au/gallery

*Terms and conditions apply.

#skypoint #skypointobservationdeck #skypointclimb #seventy7

skypoint.com.au | phone: (07) 5582 2700

HAVEN
SPECIAL
Call us and quote 

“Haven Magazine SPC” 
to receive 15% off your 

SkyPoint Climb*

CHRISTMAS,  
SOUTH BANK STYLE
Have yourself a uniquely Brisbane Christmas at 
South Bank this year, where festive fantasies 
are plentiful and the sun is always shining. The 
Parklands will transform into a magical summer 
playground over the festive season offering free 
outdoor activities for the whole family including:

• South Bank Christmas markets at Stanley St 
Plaza from December 16-23 (11am-10pm daily)

• Christmas fireworks at Clem Jones Promenade 
from December 20-23 (7.45pm nightly)

• Christmas Carols presented by Hillsong 
Brisbane from December 19-22  
(6.45pm and 8.15pm nightly)

• Christmas beach cinema at Streets Beach 
from December 16-23 (6pm and 8pm 
screenings nightly)

• New Year’s Eve fireworks spectacular on 
December 31 with two shows – 8.30pm and 
midnight.

There is something for everyone and best of all 
it’s totally free! 

Visit www.christmasinbrisbane.com.au
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CHRISTMAS  
IN PARADISE
Enter a classic Australian Christmas wonderland 
under the summer sun and sparkling night 
skies during Christmas in Paradise, a family-
friendly festive season spectacular taking place 
in the heart of the Gold Coast from December 
13-24. The magical 12-day festival will 
feature daily appearances from surfing Santa, 
Christmas lights, street entertainment and the 
highlight event – the hugely popular Carols on 
the Beach, capped off by a massive fireworks 
display on December 18. Santa will be available 
for free family photos in Cavill Mall between 
noon-3pm and 4-7pm daily, while children can 
also express post their Christmas wish lists to 
the North Pole. 
Visit www.surfersparadise.com

upfront
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Books

AppGame

Reviews
LIVE A BEAUTIFUL LIFE Jesinta Campbell
You too can live a beautiful life - all you need is 
the right mindset, a passion to reach for your 
dreams and a healthy relationship with the food 
you eat and your body. TV presenter and model 
Jesinta Campbell shares her favourite recipes, 
top tips for health and beauty, and a guide to 
mapping your goals in her first book.
“My goal is to inspire you to be the best version of you that you can 
possibly be,” Jesinta says. “Everyone is different, our experiences and 
stories shape who we are, and it is these differences that make you 
unique.” Filled with Jesinta’s personality and positive outlook, this is a 
gorgeous and essential guide to living a happy and fulfilled life.
Hachette Australia, $35

DECORATE FOR A PARTY
Holly Becker and Leslie Shewring
A unique collaboration between international 
bestselling interiors author Holly Becker of 
the Decor8 blog and Leslie Shewring of 
www.acreativemint.com, this book is packed 
full of ideas for all types of parties, gatherings 
and events.
Split into 10 sections covering a range of 
different colour palettes and styles (from 
Brights to Moody, Evening Sparkle to Forest 
Picnic), themes can be used for birthday parties, bridal showers, 
dinner parties, smaller crafting parties and a host of other occasions. 
There are step-by-step projects plus a range of creative suggestions 
for decorating the table, backs of chairs and your home to welcome 
guests and make any occasion feel extra special.
Quarto UK, $39.99

HAPPY / CALM Dr Arlene Unger 
Everyone wants to feel calm and 
happy, but few of us manage it. The 
truth is that we are just not equipped 
for the 21st century. It is too fast, 
too crowded, too 24/7. And the more 
stressed we become, the harder it is to find the quiet 
that is essential to our wellbeing. Here are the antidotes 
to the clamour and strain of everyday living, a means of breaking the 
vicious cycle of stress. Each book features 50 easy-to-follow exercises to 
boost your mood. They provide an antidote to the stresses and strains of 
everyday living. The perfect size to keep in a handbag or pocket, they’ve 
been designed to keep close by and to turn to during a 
difficult day.
Quarto UK, $18.99 each

RULES FOR MY DAUGHTER /  
RULES FOR MY SON
Walker Lamond
Based on the hit blog, Rules For My 
Daughter is a collection of traditional, 
humorous and urbane fatherly advice. From 
internet dating (never trust a profile pic) to 
the practical (friends will appreciate a well-
timed burp; your grandmother will not) to 
aiming high (there’s more to life than being a passenger), this endearing 
book of rules and quotations is the quintessential instruction manual for 
becoming a confident and industrious young woman. 
Rules For My Son is a collection of traditional, humorous and urbane 
fatherly advice. From the sartorial (men should not wear sandals. Ever) 
to the practical (keep a copy of your letters. It makes it easier for your 
biographer), this book is the quintessential instruction manual for 
becoming a good man-industrious, thoughtful, charming and, of course, 
well-dressed.
HC Gift Books, $19.99 each 

Personalised children’s books are 
hugely popular but one Australian 
brand is taking it to the next level 
by incorporating an element of 
augmented reality. Tinyme has just 
launched The Amazing Alphabet 
which, on first glance, appears 
to simply be a custom-printed, 
personalised kid’s book. However, 
when accompanied by the official 
app, the book comes to life in front 
of readers’ eyes. Kids watch the 
characters of the book jump out of 
the page, much to their shock and 
delight.

As a dad of six, Tinyme founder Mike 
Wilson says he has spent hundreds 

of hours reading books to his kids and 
has always encouraged them to have a 
deep love for reading. 
“I’ve also spent quite a bit of time playing 
around with a bunch of pretty cool kids’ 
apps. As someone who founded a studio 
that writes, illustrates, develops software 
and even physically prints personalised 
books for kids, I’m really excited by what 
our team has created,” he says.
The app plays music and sound effects 
to complement the story and it can 
also read the story to the child. It is 
recommended for kids aged up to 8. The 
book retails for $30. The app is free and 
is available for iPhone or Android phones. 
Visit www.tinyme.com.au

Quality family time won’t 
be the same again with 
the launch of The ToDo 
Game - a collection of 
creative, innovative and 
fun activities for families 
to do together all presented in a neat little card set.
Alexandra Drury, Dave Oswell and their 6-year-old daughter 
Freya created the game as a way to help families rediscover the 
elements of ‘together time’ that, in this technological age, we 
often miss out on. The game has been designed to help families 
spend more quality time together without any distractions and 
have some good old-fashioned fun. There is an educational 
element that has been woven through the activities, but the 
focus is on being imaginative, playful and fostering meaningful 
conversations between parents and their kids. Where do we sign?! 
RRP $37.50
Visit www.todogame.com.au
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DISNEY’S MOANA
In cinemas December 26 (CTC)
Three thousand years ago, the greatest sailors in the 
world voyaged across the vast Pacific, discovering 
the many islands of Oceania. But then, for a millennium, their voyages 
stopped – and no one knows why. From Walt Disney Animation Studios 
comes Moana, a sweeping, CG-animated feature film about an adventurous 
teenager who sails out on a daring mission to save her people. During her 
journey, Moana (voice of Auli‘i Cravalho) meets the once-mighty demigod 
Maui (voice of Dwayne Johnson), who guides her in her quest to become a 
master wayfinder. Together, they sail across the open ocean on an action-
packed voyage, encountering enormous monsters and impossible odds 
and along the way, Moana fulfills the ancient quest of her ancestors and 
discovers the one thing she’s always sought: her own identity.

 
SING In cinemas December 26 (CTC)
Set in a world like ours but entirely inhabited 
by animals, Sing stars Buster Moon (Matthew 
McConaughey), a dapper Koala who presides over 
a once-grand theater that has fallen on hard times. 
Buster is an eternal optimist (okay, maybe a bit of a 
scoundrel) who loves his theatre above all and will do 
anything to preserve it. Now facing the crumbling of 
his life’s ambition, he has one final chance to restore 
his fading jewel to its former glory by producing the 
world’s greatest singing competition.

  
RED DOG: TRUE BLUE 
In cinemas December 26 (CTC)
When 11-year-old Mick (Levi Miller) is shipped off 
to his grandfather’s (Bryan Brown) cattle station in 
the remote Pilbara region of Western Australia, he 
prepares himself for a life of dull hardship. Instead, he 
finds myth, adventure and friendship with a scrappy, 
one-of-a-kind dog that will change his life forever.

  
MIDDLE SCHOOL THE 
WORST YEARS  
OF MY LIFE In cinemas January 5 (PG)
Imaginative quiet teenager Rafe Katchedorian is tired 
of his middle school’s obsession with the rules at the 
expense of any and all creativity. Desperate to shake 
things up, Rafe and his best friend have come up with 
a plan: break every single rule in the school and let 
his students run wild.
 

MONSTER TRUCKS  
In cinemas January 12 (CTC)
Looking for any way to get away from the 
life and town he was born into, high school 
senior Tripp (Lucas Till) builds a Monster 
Truck from bits and pieces of scrapped 
cars. After an accident at a nearby 
oil-drilling site displaces a strange and 
subterranean creature with a taste and a 
talent for speed, Tripp may have just found 
the key to getting out of town and a most unlikely friend.

Movies
upfront

See these great movies at BCC and 
Event Cinemas. Book your tickets at 
eventcinemas.com.au 

HAVEN MAG AD 102w x 133.5h

NOW IN 2 GREAT LOCATIONS
SURFERS PARADISE

& COOLANGATTA

Open 9am till late

TIMEZONE

07 5539 9500  |  TIMEZONEGOLDCOAST.COM.AU  |  

DODGEMS • Bowling • Laser Skirmish • Parties • games

Meals on the move made easy!

Shop our Bento lunch boxes and more at www.littlelunchboxco.com.au

Leak proof* • No removable parts • Child friendly latch 
Compact design • Available in three or five compartments

* Wet foods, not liquid
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WHETHER YOU BOAST AN UBER 
ARTISTIC STREAK OR ARE FLAT OUT 
DIFFERENTIATING YOUR MACRAMÉ 
FROM YOUR CROCHET OR YOUR 
ACRYLICS FROM YOUR OIL PAINTS, 
RESEARCH HAS PROVEN ART IS THE 
PERFECT THERAPY.
“Art washes away from the soul the dust of 
everyday life,” Pablo Picasso

Anecdotally, artists the world over will tell you 
that art is therapy. But did you know that many, 
many studies have also proven that same point? 
In 2007, Chloe Bell and Steven Robbins looked at 
the “Effect of Art Production on Negative Mood”. 
In their controlled trial, 50 adults aged 18-30 were 
randomly assigned to either create an artwork 
or to view and sort a series of art prints. Three 
measures of overall negative mood and of anxiety 
were collected before and after each intervention. 
They demonstrated significantly greater reductions 
in negative mood and anxiety in the art production 
group. They proved the simple act of creating 
a work of art produced dramatic reductions in 
negative mood. In 2012, Reneevan der Vennet and 
Susan Serice also proved that colouring a mandala 
pattern reduces anxiety.

“The creative adult is the child who survived.”

Let’s get one thing clear – art is not just about 
little kids and stubby Crayola crayons. The recent 
adult colouring-in book craze was proof of that. 
There were, and still are, a multitude of colouring-
in books themed specifically for adults.

Creating art, whether that’s meticulously colouring 
in a detailed sheet, putting paint on a canvas or 
crafting something with hand tools, is an effective 
way to stimulate your brain and has many proven 
mental health benefits – dementia patients have 
seen improved quality of life via creating art. All 
types of art are generally relaxing. Relaxation 
lowers stress and leaves you mentally calm. Other 
studies have shown that producing art enhances 
problem-solving skills, boosts self-esteem and 
provides a sense of accomplishment.

“Art enables us to find ourselves and lose 
ourselves at the same time.”

Colour My Pot is a ceramics studio in Cleveland, 
on Brisbane’s bayside, offering a variety of classes 
for adults who are either looking to flex their 
artistic muscle or just take some time out to do 
something fun. Customers choose a bisque-fired 
ceramic piece from the range available then set 
about decorating that piece with the paints and 
tools provided. One week later, once the item is 
clear glazed and fired, customers can pick up their 
finished masterpiece. 

Colour My Pot director Fleur Colgan says she gets 
a good mix of customers through her studio, from 
little kids to seniors and novices to experts, but 
one of the growing areas of her business are adult 
classes and social painting events which are often 
booked out well in advance. She regularly sees 
groups of friends meet up to enjoy eachother’s 
company just as much as they enjoy the artform 
itself.

“It’s a really popular thing,” Fleur says. “People 
love to come along, be social and paint a piece – 
there’s no thinking involved, it’s all about relaxing 
with it and you get a lovely reward at the end.”

“Art can permeate the very deepest part of us, 
where no words exist,” Eileen Miller

Fleur often sees customers “lose themselves in 
art”. “They might come in a little hesitant to start 
with, thinking they can’t paint. But then I see their 
body language change. Painting seems to bond 
strangers.”

Fleur says there’s nothing better than watching 
her customers unwrap their finished ceramic 
pieces on their return visit. She says there is such 
joy in their faces when they realise that they’ve 
actually created a piece of art.

“Art is our one true global language. It knows no 
nation, it favours no race, it acknowledges no 
class,” Richard Kamler

Creating art has the same therapeutic effect on 
kids as it does on adults. Speech pathologist 
and occupational therapist Samantha Daley says 

painting pictures and manipulating art and craft 
materials increases sensory feedback through 
the use of different textures and colours, which 
are crucial for a child’s brain development. Being 
creative increases independent thinking and 
adaptive problem-solving.

“The desire to create is one of the deepest 
yearnings of the human soul,” Dieter Uchtdorf

Meet Make Create at Byron Bay provides a 
nurturing space where children develop these 
essential learning skills and create a world of 
wonder. They offer term-based weekly classes in 
painting, drawing, crafting, sculpture and textiles 
that will extend on what your child might be doing 
at school in art class. The range of materials used 
is very broad and the focus is very much on 3D 
creations. There is of course, an element of ‘art’ 
in everything they offer but Meet Make Create 
classes tend to be a more tactile and dexterous 
than a pure art-based class. Between now and 
Christmas you can learn to sew (four-week course) 
or even make Christmas decorations at the studio.

Join in the fun
Here are some ideas for where you and the 
kids can get your creativity on!

Colour My Pot: Ceramics studio at  
Cleveland. Drop in anytime to paint ceramics 
or sign up for a workshop (next adult class is 
Dec 9), www.colourmypot.com 

Meet Make Create: Art/craft studio at Byron 
Bay, www.meetmakecreate.com.au

The Craft Parlour: Sewing/crafting workspace 
at Palm Beach, www.thecraftparlour.com.au

Cork and Chroma: A “paint and sip” studio 
offering workshops in painting at South 
Brisbane, www.corkandchroma.com.au

The RAW Art Workshop: Art classes  
available for toddlers, after-school kids and 
adults at West End. School holiday program 
also available, www.rawart.com.au

The Cubby House Byron Bay: Workshops 
for kids, teens and adults eg. pottery wheel 
throwing, hand building with clay, Christmas 
crafts, www.thecubbyhousebyronbay.com.au

Art as 
therapy

Words: Belinda Glindemann
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Got a bodysurfer in the family? Then check out 
WAW (Wave After Wave) Handplanes. Made 
out of sustainable, recycled and reclaimed 

materials, these little beauties will be your new 
beach essential.

      RRP $139.95 
www.wawhandplanes.com.au 

     wawhandplanes

It’s back! Australia’s answer to the Ugly Xmas 
Sweater – the Ugly Xmas Rashie – but this year 

it comes in a new design, the Koala! Be sun 
safe these holidays and have fun doing it!

     RRP from $64.95 
www.uglyxmasrashie.com.au 

uglyxmasrashie 
#uglyxmasrashie

SHOP IT! 

SHOP IT! 

IXXI is turning your whole world into cool 
wall decoration! A fresh, innovative way to 

display your favorite imagery or works of art, 
the Dutch-designed system is made up of 

individual squares and connectors.

RRP from $120 
www.until.com.au/ixxi 

ixxiyourworld

Head back to school in style with personalised 
name labels from Stuck On You. Save time 
and money with a handy Value Pack. Enter 

your child’s name and let them choose 
their favourite font and design icon. There’s 

hundreds of styles, shapes and sizes available!

www.stuckonyou.com.au 
     stuckonyouofficial

SHOP IT! 

Summer school holidays call for good old 
fashion board game fun! Celebrating its 
50th anniversary, Twister is an all-time 

family favourite.

     RRP $39.99 
www.hasbro.com

SHOP IT! 

SHOP IT! 

The Tutu Du Monde holiday collection 
embraces glittering bells, dancing lilies and 

sugar plum fairies! The capsule favours 
traditional Christmas colours of silver, gold 

and soft macaron shades.

www.tutudumonde.com 
      tutudumonde

TUTU DU MONDE 
HOLIDAY  

COLLECTION

IXXI  
WALL ART

STUCK  
ON YOU

SHOP IT! 

WAW  
HANDPLANES

UGLY  
   XMAS RASHIE

TWISTER

You can Win!
Check it out on 

page 15
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IS IT TIME TO SEE THE 
WORLD THROUGH 
A DIFFERENT LENS? 
WITH SPARE TIME 
UP YOUR SLEEVE 
OVER THE CHRISTMAS 
BREAK AND PLENTY 
OF CUTE KIDDIE/
CHRISTMAS SUBJECT 
MATTER AVAILABLE, PERHAPS 
IT COULD BE TIME TO START 
LEARNING (OR HONING) THE ART 
OF PHOTOGRAPHY?
Whether you aim to become a professional 
photographer or just want to ensure your family 
photos albums are up to scratch for the future 
generations of your family, learning how to handle 
a camera and all the associated technology, are 
great lifelong skills to have.

HOW?
There are plenty of ways to learn the art of 
photography, from selecting your subject, taking 
a photo and editing it to perfection. Novice 
photographers can learn some of these skills 
without even leaving their homes via the power of 
the Internet. If you’re interested in the paid route 
however, TAFE and other college-style institutions 
offer photography courses up to Diploma level 
for photographers of all levels and ages. If you 
think you’ve got an eye for the craft and you’re 
ready to move onto the next step beyond taking 
photos, www.lynda.com also offers online 
courses to enhance your photo editing skills and 
ultimately help you create photographic works 
of art. If you’re looking for a more low-budget 
approach, www.meetup.com hosts a large range 
of photography groups across Brisbane, Gold 
Coast and Byron Bay with a wide variety of subject 
matter. You’ll learn from being with likeminded 
individuals who will no doubt help you with any 
questions you have.

WHAT?
Getting properly set up in photography can be 
pricey if you are in the market for a good camera 
body, a range of lenses, SD card, camera bag, 
photo editing software – the list goes on. But, like 
everything, there are cheaper ways to go about it.

For instance, how seriously have you taken your 
smartphone camera lately? While we know them 
as prime selfie-taking instruments on a night out 
with friends, the humble smartphone camera can 
really pack a punch these days. At the very least, 
your smartphone camera will teach you the art of 

framing your subject well. There are even really 
cheap and cheerful add-on lenses for smartphones 
available. Typo does a fish-eye lens for iPhones 
as well as a macro and wide-angle lens kit, each 
for just for $12.99. In fact, you can really kit out 
your iPhone camera at Typo with an add-on flash 
($19.99), illuminator lens ($29.99), bluetooth 
remote ($9.99), rotating panorama stand ($9.99) 
and even a fun kaleidoscope lens that’s currently 
on sale for just $2! These add-ons make great little 
gift ideas for Christmas and will give you and the 
kids reason to spend quality time together during 
the school holidays as you bond over capturing 
that killer shot.

WHEN?
There is obviously no set age to become a 
photographer, however emerging Brisbane 
photographer Brent Luztke says he started 
pointing and shooting with his first film camera 
at age 11. Brent believes starting kids into 
photography from young enables them to expand 
their creativity as well as pick up valuable camera 
and computer skills. The sooner you pick up a 
camera the better you will become earlier. Simple.

WHERE?
You don’t want to go to all that work behind the 
lens only to store your efforts away on an external 
harddrive in the cupboard or in a digital cloud 
somewhere off in the ether. There are LOADS of 
options when it comes to sharing and displaying 
your photography:

• Digital photo frames. Rather than having to 
choose just one image to put in a standard 
frame, why not have hundreds, if not thousands, 
on rotation? Try Harvey Norman or The Good 
Guys online (prices start from $39.95).

• Photo books. These make great keepsakes, 
especially when built around a theme eg. that 

amazing family holiday or baby’s first 
year. Many websites offer photobook 
services that allows you to play with 
separate page designs. And the sites 
generally store your digital photos 

and photobooks indefinitely so you’ll 
also have a back-up copy. Here’s a 

hot tip: Many of the bigger photobook 
websites offer big discounts in the lead 

up to celebratory events like Mother’s Day, 
Valentine’s Day and Christmas. If you aren’t in 
a rush for your book, file it for printing until one 
of these events. You’ll save 40, 50, even 60 per 
cent. For an even simpler option, Chatbooks 
will turn your Instagram, Facebook and mobile 
photos into hard copy books with the click of a 
few buttons, from just $8. Easy.

• Trinkets and gifts. Which Nana doesn’t love 
her grandies printed on a mug? Or a bespoke 
Christmas decoration featuring a photo that 
junior took himself? And Pop could always do 
with a new stubby holder featuring his beloved 
family. Nowadays, the hardest decision you’ll 
have to make is what gift you want your photo 
on – there are so many options. Snapfish is even 
now doing photos printed on blankets! 

• Apps. If you want to give your images some 
‘wow’ factor before sharing them, there are 
more apps available than you can count pixels in 
a digital photo. WordSwag templates will have 
you turning your special photo into an even 
more special piece of inspirational word art in 
just minutes. A Beautiful Mess and InstaQuote 
are similarly popular options. Canva does the 
same - you can make your photos into cards, 
presentations, posters, blog graphics, brochures 
and more. These are all great options for 
inexpensively connecting with those far-flung 
rellies this Christmas.

• Prints. You might think that hard copy prints 
have had their day but tell me one person who 
doesn’t love looking at that perfect, happy 
moment, caught in a lens, printed on glossy 
paper and attached to the family fridge via 
magnets?! There are also many, many options for 
turning your best social snaps into trendy square 
hard copies, for example. Hit up Google to find 
the best option for your requirement.

So there you have it. A little bit of photographic 
inspo to get you and your family excited about 
your camera these holidays. Just remember that 
practice makes perfect so pack your camera 
for every occasion – you never know when that 
winning shot will pop up!

 Picture perfect 

upfront
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For your chance to win please register online at www.havenmagazine.com.au/WIN and follow the links. Click on the prize you would like to win and complete the 
online entry form. Entries close January 20, 2017, with the exception of SummerSet Shows, Ballerina & Fluff tickets, entries close December 20th 2016. Only winners 
will be notified. Good luck! Entrants' details may be shared with giveaway sponsor and then kept under haven's lock and key.

upfront

Happy Birthday Play School! Celebrate 50 years 
of Australia’s most iconic children’s television 
program and the opening of Happy Birthday Play 
School: Celebrating 50 years exhibition at Gold 
Coast City Gallery with a special edition of the Play 
School classic, The Useful Book. The Useful Book: 
50th Anniversary Edition is the perfect rainy-day 
companion. Packed with activities, recipes, songs 
and so much more, this family favourite encourages 
children to wonder, to think, to feel and to imagine. 
With an introduction from much-loved presenter 
Justine Clarke and adorable pictures from bestselling 
illustrator Jedda Robaard, this is not only the most 
useful book, but is a keepsake to be treasured!
PRIZE: 10 x The Useful Book: 50th Anniversary 
Edition! Valued at $19.99 (each)
www.theartscentregc.com.au/gallery

Coffee lovers can now enjoy Australia’s 
Favourite Coffee in the comfort of their own 
home, thanks to Merlo Coffee. From bringing 
the very first espresso coffee machine to QLD 
in 1958 and introducing street-side dining 
in the 1980’s, Merlo has grown to become 
an Australian coffee icon, with an unerring 
commitment to authenticity, flavour and 
service.
PRIZE: 3 x VIP $100 Merlo Coffee Hamper Packs 
which contain Aeropress, 400gm tin, Keep Cup, 
CCCBeans and a cap! Valued at $100 (each).
www.merlo.com.au

Weave + Willow set out on a journey to develop 
stylish décor for children that is organic, 
environmentally friendly and ethically sourced. 
Made from all natural and sustainable textiles 
and big enough to pack for the whole family, 
the beach tote and matching mini tote will be 
your favourite accessory when heading out and 
about this summer!
PRIZE: 1 x Organic Natural Beach Tote (adult) 
and 1 x Organic Natural Mini Tote (child)
Valued at $114.90
www.weaveandwillow.com.au

Ballerina tells the story of Félicie (Elle Fanning), 
a young orphan from Brittany with only one 
passion; to dance. With her best friend Victor 
(Dane DeHaan), who wants to become a 
great inventor, she devises a madcap plan to 
escape the orphanage for Paris – the City of 
Lights where the Eiffel Tower is still being built! 
Ballerina screens in cinemas from January 12.
PRIZE: 1 x in-season family pass (4 tickets) plus 
exclusive film merchandise including a tutu, 
necklace and ballet bag! Valued at $100
youtube.com/watch?v=a166o4om9OA

Australian label Minnow Designs has designed 
a range of beach booties to protect little feet. 
For hip little surf lovers, beach goers and 
rock explorers, Minnow booties solve a very 
Australian problem – protecting tiny toes from 
the elements whilst enjoying the sun, sea, sand 
and salt. Available in 4 sizes ranging from 10-36 
months and in 6 colour options, these booties 
are made from quality neoprene and are the 
summer essential for toddlers nation-wide.
PRIZE: 4 x Minnow Beach Booties in your choice 
of colour. Valued at $35 (each)
www.minnowdesigns.com.au

smarTrike® is a must-have Christmas gift for 
little ones, and their parents! With two coveted 
new innovations – smarTrike® Explorer 5-in-
1 and smarTrike® Splash 5-in-1, they both 
transform in five different ways, keeping active 
toddlers entertained and engaged on the 
go! Suitable for children aged 10-36 months, 
smarTrikes adapt and grow with children 
throughout five key developmental stages until 
they are ready to transition into riding a bike or 
scooter on their own. 
PRIZE: 1 x SmarTrike Splash 5-in-1!  
Valued at $179
www.toysrus.com.au/smartrike

win  
A SMARTRIKE 

SPLASH  
5-IN-1

win   1 OF 4  MINNOW  BEACH  BOOTIES

win  
1 OF 3 VIP  

$100 MERLO 

COFFEE 

HAMPER  

PACKS

win  1 OF 10  COPIES OF ‘THE USEFUL BOOK’ BY PLAY SCHOOL

win  
 A WEAVE 
+ WILLOW 
MATCHING  
TOTE PACK

DRAWN 
DECEMBER 20

Giveaways
win  

A ‘BALLERINA’ 
PRIZE 
PACK
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 SUMMER 
2016—2017

BOOK NOW QPAC.COM.AU/SUMMER

Non-stop 
family fun this 

summer at 
QPAC

THE VERY HUNGRY CATERPILLAR SHOW

10 DECEMBER 
2016

GIGGLE AND HOOT’S MAGICAL CHRISTMAS

THE SNAIL AND THE WHALE

AGES 
2+ 

13-15 JANUARY 
2017

MISTER MAKER

AGES 
3+ 

4-5 JANUARY 
2017

AGES 
5+ 6-22 JANUARY

 2017

AGES 
4+ 

29 NOVEMBER -

18 DECEMBER 2016

AGES 
2+ 

STEVE BACKSHALL’S 
DEADLY 60 POLE TO POLE

win A FAMILY PASS (4 TICKETS)  
 TO MISTER MAKER
  WHERE Concert Hall, QPAC
  WHEN January 15 at 1pm

win A FAMILY PASS (4 TICKETS) TO THE     
 VERY HUNGRY CATERPILLAR SHOW

  WHERE Cremorne Theatre, QPAC
  WHEN December 2 at 12.30pm

win A FAMILY PASS (4 TICKETS)    
 TO THE SNAIL AND THE WHALE

  WHERE Cremorne Theatre, QPAC
  WHEN January 10 at 12.30pm

upfront

QPAC’s summer holiday 
entertainment program, 
SummerSet, returns to the 
Queensland Performing Arts 
Centre this year with a jam packed 
family program from late November 2016 
through to January 2017. With something 
for every age group, highlights include The 
Very Hungry Caterpillar Show, Giggle & Hoot’s 
Magical Christmas live musical spectacular, 
adventurous wildlife presenter Steve Backshall 
and his brand new show, Deadly 60 Pole to 
Pole, and everybody’s favourite Mister Maker 
live on stage! QPAC has your family’s summer 
entertainment all set and are giving away a 
family pass (4 tickets) to 4 of your favourite 
shows!
www.qpac.com.au/summer

tickets
drawn
Dec 20 win A FAMILY PASS (4 TICKETS) TO  

 DEADLY 60 POLE TO POLE

  WHERE Concert Hall, QPAC
  WHEN January 4 at 1pm

Stuck On You makes back to school easy with 
their back to school value packs making it 
quick and easy to label everything and keep 
track of your child’s belongings. Their awesome 
name, clothing, shoe and book labels actually 
stay stuck, plus you’ll love the bright colours, 
fun designs and practical styles of their 
lunchboxes, drink bottles, bag tags and more! 
PRIZE: 5 x $20 voucher to be used online at 
Stuck On You! Valued at $20 (each)
www.stuckonyou.com.au

win  1 OF 5 $20 VOUCHERS FROM STUCK ON YOU

Fluff: A Story of Lost Toys 
is a sweet and amusing 
show that has impressed 
audiences from Brisbane to 
Broadway and right across 
the globe. This acclaimed 
production features the 
Gingham family, who travel the world in search 
of lost toys. Perfect for children aged 3-8 years, 
the combination of song, dance, projection and 
audience participation, results in a truly unique 
musical theatre experience for all ages.  
The 2017 performance times are Wednesday 
January 11 @ 6pm, Thursday January 12 &  
Friday January 13 @ 10am & 2pm.
PRIZE: 1 x double pass (2 tickets) to see Fluff: 
A Story of Lost Toys. Winner can select their 
preferred performance date/time! Valued at $45
www.theartscentregc.com.au/culture-kids

The Little Lunch Box Co Bento Five and Bento 
Three are the latest lunch boxes on the market. 
The leak proof seal makes meals on the move 
easy by allowing you to store wet and dry food 
side by side without the risk of spoiling. They 
have no removable parts to get lost and have 
a child friendly latch that even toddlers can 
open. Fun designs on the outside will have your 
children eager for meal time to arrive!
PRIZE: 2 x $50 vouchers to be used online at 
Little Lunch Box Co! Valued at $50 (each)
www.littlelunchboxco.com.au

win  
 A DOUBLE PASS (2 TICKETS) TO 
FLUFF: A STORY 
OF LOST TOYS

win  
1 OF 2 $50 
VOUCHERS 

FROM LITTLE 
LUNCH BOX CO

DRAWN 
DECEMBER 20
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BRISBANITE JACK DENNY HAS BECOME THE FACE OF THE 
AUSTRALIAN OUTBACK SPECTACULAR’S NEWEST SHOW, 
WITH THANKS TO HIS BUGLE. 
At 23, Jack Denny is living his animal-lover dream. You see, Jack is part of 
the Australian Outback Spectacular team and takes on a memorable role as 
the lone bugler in their newest show ‘Salute to the Light Horse’ launched in 
recent weeks.

Born in Melbourne, Jack’s family settled in Dayboro when he was young and 
that is where Jack tells us he “started getting into horses”. It was when Jack 
was in Year 3, about 8 years of age, that he started attending pony club. 
With a mother and sister who were competitive on horses during that same 
period of time, Jack was bound to follow in their footsteps.

Fast forward to February 2014 when Jack’s Australian Outback Spectacular 
audition was deemed a success and he was offered a coveted spot on the 
team. Jack says his first days were spent simply feeding the horses but 
slowly, he was given the opportunity to buddy with a rider and then take part 
in the actual show.

An average day on the job for Jack starts at 3.45pm with a pre-show 
meeting before launching into two hours of rehearsals. A dinner break follows 
and then it is back to work before the show starts at 7.30pm. As part of the 
daily routine, Jack says they wash the horses after every show and return 
them to their paddocks for a late feed.

“It’s an absolutely fantastic job,” Jack enthuses. “I would never have expected 
to enjoy it as much as I am.”

While horses and animals are a big component of Jack’s life, so too has been 
music, especially in his high school years. Jack went on to study a trumpet 
major at the Conservatorium of Music and even provided trumpet lessons on 
the side. With his love of horses and brass, Jack was a sure bet in his new 
role as bugler in Salute to the Light Horse.

“Every 18 months to 2.5 years, we change the show to keep it new for 
audiences,” Jack explains. “For this show, we’ve added a tribute to the Light 
Horse and a bit of a history lesson on World War I.”

Jack says 54 horses are included in the show each night and with the new 
show, they’ve added a number of ‘harness horses’ – horses harnessed to 
pull a wagon. While his role will change from night to night (some nights he’ll 
be in charge of the dogs, other nights he’ll be a trick rider and other nights 

he might run props and work backstage), Jack will take on the role of bugler 
each and every performance.

When asked to describe Salute to the Light Horse, Jack described it as 
“spectacular”.

“It’s a fantastic, fun family show – there are quad bikes, horses, dogs, camels 
and even a history lesson around World War I and the role of the Light Horse 
in history. And you even get a three-course dinner with it!”

While Jack enjoys his work on the Gold Coast with Australian Outback 
Spectacular, he is also busy studying a Bachelor of Exercise and Nutrition 
Science at the University of Queensland while completing his diploma 
of remedial massage. His dream is to combine his studies to become a 
physiotherapist and maybe even a horse physio one day. It seems horses and 
all things equine definitely run in this bugler’s blood!

Visit www.outbackspectacular.com.au

Words: Belinda Glindemann

Spectacular new show
upfront

New! 
Pimpama Premium 
Childcare Centre
28a Dixon Drive, Pimpama

Taking enrolments now, call us  
today to secure your child’s place  
1300 1 PETIT  / 1300 173 848

Opening  early 2017

Centres also in Northshore Hamilton, 
Wooloowin and Murwillumbah
petitjourney.com.au

Centre benefits included  
with your daily fee:

Healthy, nutritious meals
Secure electronic sign in  
and sign out system
Access to Storypark – your  
child’s online learning portfolio
Purpose built natural environments 
for exploration and play
Nappies and wipes
Hat and bag on enrolment
Kindergarten Program
Holistic perspective of  
learning and play
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rad 
dad

TAKE US BACK TO THE MOMENT YOU FIRST 
MET LENNY. WHAT ARE YOUR STRONGEST 
MEMORIES OF THAT DAY? 
It was rather surreal. All the planning and 
expectation just went away and we had a little 
man to take care of. I remember holding him after 
the recovery for Tori and all that had calmed down. 
It was strange to have this little dude that was 
ours – I couldn’t stop studying him.

WHAT’S THE BEST THING ABOUT BEING A 
DAD? 
It’s hard to say coz things keep getting better 
and better. I think it’s the journey. It’s difficult 
and exhausting at times but all that is forgotten 
when I see Lenny try something new or 
discover something for the first time. He has 
started to talk a lot now and I get the whole 
“DAAAAADDDYYYYYY” when I get home from 
work. It’s the best!

WHAT’S THE MOST CHALLENGING PART OF 
YOUR ROLE AS DAD? 
We are just getting to the stage where we have to 
start a bit of discipline with Lenny. It’s so hard, I’ve 
got no idea what to do - maybe I’m just too soft. 

HOW WOULD YOU LIKE LENNY TO DESCRIBE 
YOU IN THREE WORDS? Cautious yet expressive, 
funny!

WHAT LESSONS DID YOUR OWN DAD TEACH 
YOU THAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO IMPART ON 
LENNY AS HE GROWS UP? 
My Dad was all about having a fun time, using our 
imaginations and following those dreams you had. 
He taught me and my brothers that you can do 
anything if you put your heart into it. He always 
wanted us to have a go and if you didn’t like it at 
least you said you did it. I think those are valuable 
lessons to pass on to my little Lenny boy. 

TELL US BRIEFLY ABOUT YOUR OWN 
CHILDHOOD. WHERE DID YOU GROW UP? 
SIBLINGS? WHAT DID YOU WANT TO BE IN 
LIFE? WHAT EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 
DID YOU DO?
I grew up in Mt Eliza on the Mornington Peninsula 
in Victoria with Mum, Dad and my two brothers 
(I’m the middle child!). We had a big family home 
with a decent back yard and a council reserve 
next to our place. We spent a lot of hours in the 
‘forest’ pretending we were all sorts of things. It 
was a great upbringing. My parents encouraged 
our imaginations to run wild, and they did. I loved 
drama at school and I played footy (AFL) from 
a young age into my 20s. I performed in a few 
amateur musical theatre shows around the local 
area too. 

TELL US ABOUT A ‘NORMAL’ DAY IN THE JIMMY 
REES HOUSEHOLD NOWADAYS? ARE YOU A 
HANDS-ON DAD? 

When I’m home and not working, Tori and I like to 
take Lenny down the park (there is one 100m from 
our place) with our dog Lexi, who Lenny adores! 
Then we might hit up a cafe for brunch and a 
babychino. Maybe the beach if the day is good. 
Lenny will have a snooze in the middle of the day, 
then we might chill at home and have some dinner 
together and then begins the mission of bedtime. 
Yeah I’m hands on - I love to get out and about 

with Lenny and Tori. There are so many things to 
explore with Lenny.

HAS LENNY MET HOOT YET? AND WHAT DOES 
HOOT THINK OF 
MINI-JIMMY?
Ha-ha, yes he has! Hoot is resigned to the fact that 
Lenny is more important than him now, but it took 
some months of getting used to.

DOES JIMMY GIGGLE MAKE REGULAR 
APPEARANCES AT HOME FOR LENNY – I’M 
GUESSING THERE WOULD BE JIMMY GIGGLE 
CONCERTS PERFORMED FOR A CROWD OF 
TWO MOST WEEKS?!
Ha! Hmmm... Not really. The costume stays at 
work under lock and key! However I do sing him 
some Giggle and Hoot tunes at bedtime - they are 
great songs.

DO TORI AND LENNY TRAVEL WITH YOU AND 
YOUR WORK? WILL THEY BE WITH YOU WHEN 
YOU ARE IN BRISBANE IN DECEMBER? 
We have tried the ‘family on tour’ thing before and 
it hasn’t gone too well, ha-ha! I think maybe all 
the different rooms and beds and food and travel 
with not much routine threw little Lenny a bit, so 
it really depends on how long I’m away for. If it’s 
a really long time away then we might organise 
something but generally they are short periods so 
they tend to stay at home. 

HE’S MADE HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS 
OF LITTLE KIDS HAPPY WITH 
THOSE CATCHY SONGS AND THAT 
IRREPRESSIBLE TV PERSONALITY. NOW 
JIMMY GIGGLE, AKA JIMMY REES, IS A 
DAD HIMSELF AND ENTERTAINING HIS 
MOST IMPORTANT AUDIENCE TO DATE - 
HIS SON, LENNY.

Words: Belinda Glindemann



for more details  or call 5523 9660
23 Enterprise Ave, Tweed Heads South, 5 Mins south of Gold Coast Airport

Visit  www.epicskate.com.au

JOIN OUR MEMBERS CLUB
GET A FREE PASS

PLUS HEAPS OF EXTRAS
www.epicskate.com.au

SCHOOL HOLIDAYS
All sessions NSW time

FOR BIRTHDAY PARTY PACKAGES 
VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR DETAILS.

Closed Xmas, Boxing, New Year and 

Australia Day

Monday  
Learn to Skate 5-6pm 

 Friday Night:  
General Skate 5.00pm-7.00pm 

Disco: 7.30pm-10pm

Saturday: 
Learn to skate: 9.30-10.30am  

(includes morning session)

General skate: 10.30am-8pm

Sunday:  
General skate 11.00am-4.30pm

Mon – Fri 

10.30am – 4.30pm
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DOES BEING JIMMY GIGGLE MAKE YOU A BETTER FATHER OR DOES 
BEING A FATHER MAKE YOU AN EVEN BETTER JIMMY GIGGLE? 
Maybe a little of both. Jimmy Giggle has allowed me to do some things I 
would never have thought I’d be doing in my life, for instance, making an 
impact in sick children’s lives or simply bringing joy and laughter to kids at 
home. So I guess those experiences make me a better dad in a way. I also 
love it so it makes me happy. And being a dad definitely makes me a better 
Jimmy Giggle, especially when we are out doing live shows or I’m making 
an appearance somewhere. I get it all now. I know what people are going 
through with kids. I finally understand the life of a parent! Ha-ha!

WHAT KEEPS YOU MOTIVATED IN YOUR WORK? 
I love being in the studio and bringing the scripts we get to life but I think 
what keeps me motivated is these little tours we do. Meeting the kids and 
families who watch the show and seeing them react to the content we create 
is wonderful. 

IF YOUR FAMILY HAD A REALITY TV SHOW, WHAT WOULD IT BE 
CALLED? 
How to Guess Your Way Through Parenting.

HOW WILL YOU SPEND CHRISTMAS DAY AS A FAMILY OF THREE? 
We will spoil the little fella in the morning. Then he will be spoilt by my family 
and then Tori’s family and then maybe after all the food and sugar and 
singing and presents he might... maybe... go to sleep!

WHAT’S GOING TO BE UNDER THE CHRISTMAS TREE FROM SANTA FOR 
LENNY, DO YOU THINK? 
Hmmm, maybe a scooter, perhaps a big box of painting utensils and anything 
with wheels!! Lenny will have to write his Christmas letter to Santa! 

WHAT’S YOUR BEST TIP FOR NEW PARENTS? 
Expect the unexpected, embrace it and most of all laugh. You never know 
what is around the corner so just go with the flow.

Brisbane welcomes  
Giggle and Hoot!
Giggle and Hoot’s Magical Christmas comes to the Concert Hall, 
Queensland Performing Arts Centre (QPAC) for three shows only on 
Saturday December 10 as part of the SummerSet program. 

Recommended for ages 2+, this live musical spectacular stars Jimmy 
Giggle, Hoot, Hootabelle, Gigglefangs, Pirate Hootbeard and of 
course Hootoclaws and his dancing elves. It’s Christmas time in the 
land of Giggle and Hoot and everybody is busy getting ready for the 
arrival of Hootoclaws for his special Christmas Night Watch. Trees 
are being decorated, presents are being wrapped and all that is left 
to do is twinklify the very dark night sky. But what happens when all 
the stars suddenly disappear? 

Visit www.qpac.com.au or phone 136 246. 
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December
ON  NOW
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4

6

14

NOW – 14 DEC
BRICKMAN // WONDERS OF THE WORLD
Brisbane Convention & Exhibition Centre,  
Cnr Merivale & Glenelg St’s, South Bank
www.thebrickman.com/wonders

NOW – 18 DEC
THE VERY HUNGRY CATERPILLAR SHOW
QPAC, Cremorne Theatre, Cultural Precinct,  
Cnr Grey & Melbourne St’s, South Bank
www.qpac.com.au

NOW – 24 DEC
CHRISTMAS IN BRISBANE
South Bank Parklands,  
Roma Street Parkland & Brisbane City
www.christmasinbrisbane.com.au

NOW – 24 DEC
ENCHANTED FOREST
Robina Town Centre, Level 3 (outside Myer),  
Robina Town Centre Dr, Robina
www.robinatowncentre.com.au 

NOW – 8 JAN
CIRQUE DU SOLEIL // KOOZA
Skygate, The Circuit, Brisbane Airport
www.cirquedusoleil.com/kooza

NOW – 14 JAN
CHARLOTTE’S WEB 11am & 2pm
Brisbane Arts Theatre, 210 Petrie Tce, Petrie Terrace
www.artstheatre.com.au

NOW – 22 JAN
LOLLIPOP LAND
Old Petrie Town, Distillery Function Room,  
901 Dayboro Rd, Whiteside
www.facebook.com/lollipoplandaustralia

NOW – 12 FEB
MATILDA THE MUSICAL
QPAC, Lyric Theatre, Cultural Precinct,  
Cnr Grey & Melbourne St’s, South Bank
www.qpac.com.au

NOW – 7 MAY
GOMA KIDS EXHIBITION //  
PIP & POP ‘RAINBOW BRIDGE’  
10am – 5pm
GOMA, Foyer, Stanley Pl, South Bank
www.qagoma.qld.gov.au

1 – 24 DEC
TWEED CITY SHOPPING CENTRE //  
CHRISTMAS ENTERTAINMENT
Tweed City Shopping Centre,  
54 Minjungbal Dr,  
Tweed Heads South
www.tweedcity.com.au 

events

VARIETY SANTA FUN RUN 6.45am
South Bank Parklands, South Bank
www.varietysantafunrunqld.com.au

FAMILY FUN DAY // HAPPY BIRTHDAY PLAY SCHOOL: 
CELEBRATING 50 YEARS 8.30am – 11.30am
The Arts Centre Gold Coast, Gallery 1,  
135 Bundall Rd, Surfers Paradise
www.theartscentregc.com.au

SENSITIVE SANTA 6pm – 8pm
Pacific Fair Shopping Centre, Santa’s Pavilion,  
Centre Court, Hooker Blvd, Broadbeach
www.pacificfair.com.au

8 DEC – 5 MAR
MOONLIGHT CINEMA
New Farm Park, Brisbane Powerhouse,  
Brunswick St, New Farm
www.moonlight.com.au

9 – 18 DEC
THE ENCHANTED GARDEN 6.30pm – 9pm
Roma Street Parkland, The Spectacle Garden,  
1 Parkland Blvd, Brisbane City
www.christmasinbrisbane.com.au

9 – 23 DEC
QUEENSLAND BALLET // THE NUTCRACKER
QPAC, Playhouse, Cnr Grey & Melbourne St’s,  
South Bank
www.queenslandballet.com.au

9 – 24 DEC
CITY HALL LIGHT SPECTACULAR 7.30pm – 12am
City Hall, 64 Adelaide St, Brisbane City
www.christmasinbrisbane.com.au

FURRY FRIENDS PET PHOTOS  
WITH SANTA 7.30am – 10.30am
Tweed City Shopping Centre,  
54 Minjungbal Dr, Tweed Heads South
www.tweedcity.com.au

BRISSTYLE CREATIVE WORKSHOP //  
CHRISTMAS WREATH 10am – 12pm
Wynnum Community Centre,  
Level 1, 105 Florence St, Wynnum
www.brisstyle.com.au 

QPAC’S SUMMERSET // GIGGLE & HOOT’S  
MAGICAL CHRISTMAS 10am, 12.30pm & 3pm
QPAC, Concert Hall, Cnr Grey & Melbourne St’s,  
South Bank
www.qpac.com.au

DANCE, DANCE! THE WIGGLES BIG SHOW!
10am & 1pm
Brisbane Entertainment Centre,  
Melaleuca Dr, Boondall
www.thewiggles.com

10 – 16 DEC
CHRISTMAS MOVIES IN THE PARK 5.30pm
Roma Street Parklands, Amphitheatre,  
1 Parkland Blvd, Brisbane City
www.christmasinbrisbane.com.au

SANTA PET PHOTOS 7.30am – 9.30am
Pacific Fair Shopping Centre,  
Centre Court, Hooker Blvd, Broadbeach
www.pacificfair.com.au

MUMZBUZZ // CHRISTMAS FUN DAY
9am – 2pm (AESDT)
Cudgen Leagues Club, 
3 Wommin Bay Rd, Kingscliff
www.mumzbuzz.com.au

CHRISTMAS STEAM TRAIN EXPRESS 9.30am – 12pm
The Workshops Rail Museum, North St,  
North Ipswich
www.theworkshops.qm.qld.gov.au

14 – 16 DEC
SCHOOL HOLIDAY SAILING
9am – 3pm
Southport Yacht Club, 
Sailing Squadron,  
1 Marina Cres, Hollywell
www.southportyachtclub.com.au

14 – 18 DEC
A SANCTUARY COVE CHRISTMAS
The Marine Village, Sanctuary Cove
www.sanctuarycove.com

JOB READINESS // PREPARING  
TEENAGERS FOR THE JOB MARKET
9.30am – 11.30am
Central location, Gold Coast
www.hirewell.com.au

10BANANAS IN PYJAMAS CHRISTMAS  
SHOW & SANTA VISIT 8.30am
Tweed City Shopping Centre, Food Court,  
54 Minjungbal Dr, Tweed Heads South
www.tweedcity.com.au 

ONE DAY WORKSHOP // AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER – 
REDUCING ANXIETY & UNWANTED BEHAVIOURS 9am – 3pm
Fabic Centre, Suite 34 Worongary Town Centre,  
1 Mudgeeraba Rd, Worongary  
(also available online via webinar)
www.fabic.com.au

3 – 4 DEC
LIFELINE $2 CLOTHING SALE 8am – 5pm
Gold Coast Convention Centre,  
2684-2690 Gold Coast Hwy, Broadbeach
www.gccec.com.au

3 DEC – 5 FEB
EXHIBITION // HAPPY BIRTHDAY PLAY SCHOOL: 
CELEBRATING 50 YEARS
Gold Coast City Gallery, 135 Bundall Rd, Surfers Paradise
www.theartscentregc.com.au/gallery

3 DEC – 17 APR
GOMA EXHIBITION // SUGAR SPIN –  
YOU, ME, ART AND EVERYTHING
10am – 5pm
GOMA, Stanley Pl, South Bank
www.qagoma.qld.gov.au

13

WORLD FIESTA CHRISTMAS  
CRAFT WORKSHOPS 4pm – 8pm
King George Square, Brisbane City
www.brisstyle.com.au

2 – 3 DEC
KIDDIES CUSHION CONCERTS // SYMPHONIC SANTA
10am & 11.30am
The Courier-Mail Piazza, Glenelg & Little Stanley St’s, 
South Bank
www.qso.com.au

13 – 24 DEC
CHRISTMAS IN PARADISE
Surfers Paradise Precinct,  
Surfers Paradise
www.surfersparadise.com

If you would like to place your event in our calendar, please email us at editor@havenmagazine.com.au with "Calendar of Events" in the subject line.
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11 CHRISTMAS FAMILY NIGHT 5pm
Southport Sharks,  
Cnr Musgrave & Olsen Ave, Southport
www.southportsharks.com.au

SANTA PET PHOTOS 7.30am – 9.30am
Pacific Fair Shopping Centre,  
Centre Court, Hooker Blvd, Broadbeach
www.pacificfair.com.au

20 – 23 DEC
CHRISTMAS FIREWORKS 7.45pm – 8pm
Clem Jones Promenade,  
South Bank Parklands, South Bank
www.christmasinbrisbane.com.au

20 – 24 DEC
CHRISTMAS LIGHTS BUS TOUR (GOLD COAST)
7pm – 10pm
The Arts Centre Gold Coast,  
135 Bundall Road, Surfers Paradise
www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au

CHRISTMAS DAY LUNCH &  
CELEBRATIONS
RACV Royal Pines Resort, Ross St,  
Benowa
www.racv.com.au/royalpines

27 DEC – 1 JAN
2016 NEW YEAR’S CARNIVAL
Surfers Paradise Precinct,  
Surfers Paradise
www.surfersparadise.com

NYE FIREWORKS
GOLD COAST  8pm, 10pm & 12am
www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au
BRISBANE 8.30pm & 12am
www.brisbane.qld.gov.au

EATS & BEATS CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL
5pm – 9pm
Hyperdome, Logan
www.facebook.com/EatsandBeatsLogan

16 – 18 DEC
SANCTUARY COVE CHRISTMAS CARNIVAL
10am – 4pm
The Marine Village, Sanctuary Cove
www.sanctuarycove.com

16 – 23 DEC
CHRISTMAS BEACH CINEMA 6pm & 8pm
South Bank Parklands, Streets Beach, South Bank
www.christmasinbrisbane.com.au

16 – 24 DEC
CHRISTMAS PARADE (PRESENTED BY DAVID JONES)
7pm – 7.30pm
Queen Street Mall, Brisbane City
www.christmasinbrisbane.com.au

10

31

15FREE COMMUNITY TALK //  
RELATIONSHIPS & SURVIVING THE  
FESTIVE SEASON 5pm – 6pm
Nerang Branch Library,  
Cnr White & Price St’s, Nerang
www.fabic.com.au

Christmas Carols
BRISBANE
3 DEC
CAROLS ON THE OVAL
4pm – 8.30pm
Belmont State School, Cnr Scrub & 
 Old Cleveland Rd’s, Belmont
www.facebook.com/belmontcarolsontheoval

SCOUT’S CHRISTMAS CAROLS
6.30pm
Roma Street Parkland, Amphitheatre,  
1 Parkland Blvd, Brisbane City
www.brisbane.qld.gov.au

4 DEC
NORTH LAKES CHRISTMAS CAROLS
3pm – 8pm
North Lakes Town Common, Little Burke St,  
North Lakes
www.northlakeschristmas.com.au

10 DEC
LORD MAYOR’S CHRISTMAS CAROLS
5pm – 9.15pm
Riverstage, Gardens Point Rd, Brisbane City
www.christmasinbrisbane.com.au

17 DEC
BAYSIDE CHRISTMAS CAROLS
6pm – 9.30pm
George Clayton ‘Lighthouse’ Park,  
Lower Esplanade, Wynnum
www.facebook.com/BrisbaneBaysideCarols

19 – 22 DEC
SOUTH BANK CHRISTMAS CAROLS
6.45pm & 8.15pm
The Courier-Mail Piazza, South Bank Parklands,  
South Bank 
www.christmasinbrisbane.com.au

23 – 24 DEC
SPIRIT OF CHRISTMAS 2pm & 7pm
QPAC, Concert Hall,  
Cnr Grey & Melbourne St’s, South Bank
www.qpac.com.au

gold coast 
3 DEC
MAYOR’S CHRISTMAS CAROLS
5pm – 9pm (pre-entertainment from 3pm)
Broadwater Parklands, Main Stage, Marine Pde, 
Southport
www.cityofgoldcoast.com.au/mayorscarols

4 DEC
STUDIO VILLAGE COMMUNITY CAROLS
5.30pm – 8.30pm (pre-carols entertainment  
from 4.30pm)
Movie World Car Park (grassed area), 
Entertainment Rd, Oxenford
www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au

10 DEC
BROADBEACH CHRISTMAS CAROLS
6pm (kids entertainment from 3pm)
Kurrawa Park, Old Burleigh Rd, Broadbeach
www.broadbeachgc.com

11 DEC
COOLANGATTA CHRISTMAS CAROLS
5pm – 8pm
Queen Elizabeth Park,  
Cnr McLean St & Marine Pde, Coolangatta
www.southerngoldcoast.com.au

13 DEC
CHRISTMAS BY THE SEA
4.40pm – 8pm
Palm Beach Parklands, 945 Gold Coast Hwy, 
Palm Beach
www.currumbinrsl.com.au

15 DEC
CAROLS ON THE GREEN +  
VILLAGE NIGHT MARKETS 6pm
The Marine Village, Sanctuary Cove
www.sanctuarycove.com

18 DEC
CAROLS ON THE BEACH
6.30pm – 8pm
Surfers Paradise Beach, Surfers Paradise
www.surfersparadise.com 

events

School's out!
SCHOOL'S OUT FOR SUMMER AND WE HAVE PLENTY OF  

IDEAS TO KEEP THE KIDS ENTERTAINED! CHECK OUT  
PAGE 26/27 PLUS YOUR LOCAL CITY COUNCIL GUIDE AND  

DON'T FORGET TO SIGN UP TO OUR WEEKLY HAVEN  
E-HUB INCLUDING A WHAT'S ON GUIDE ...

Gold Coast
www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/thegoldcoast/school-holiday-program-24352.html

www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/library
www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/thegoldcoast/aquatic-centres-by-suburb-2884.html 

Brisbane
www.brisbane.qld.gov.au/whats-on/featured/school-holiday-activities-for-kids

www.brisbane.qld.gov.au/facilities-recreation/libraries
www.brisbane.qld.gov.au/facilities-recreation/sports-leisure/swimming-pools-brisbane

Byron Bay
www.byron.nsw.gov.au/content/children-and-families

www.byron.nsw.gov.au/libraries-in-byron-shire
www.byron.nsw.gov.au/swimming-pools
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27
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Broadbeach

SATURDAY DECEMBER 10, 2016
KURRAWA PARK, BROADBEACH

Featuring
Marina Prior, Martin Crewes,

kids entertainers The Boogie Woogies,
and Santa

Hosted by
Flan & Emily Jade from 102.9 Hot Tomato

and NBN Television's Big Dog!

FREE Kids activities from 3pm

Carols from 6pm and fireworks!

www.broadbeachgc.com
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THE ARTS CENTRE GOLD COAST PRESENTS A FAB NEW 
SCHOOL HOLIDAY PROGRAM THAT’LL COMPLETELY REMOVE 
THE PHRASE, “I’M BORED” FROM HOLIDAYING KIDS’ VOCABS.
Hearing the cries of frustrated local parents and kids who think they have 
nothing to do on the school holidays, The Arts Centre Gold Coast has come up 
with a brand new program that’s sure to be a magnet for fun.

Culture Kids is an initiative launching this month, offering a regular program of 
workshops, events, activities and performances for kids each and every school 
holiday period. Tailored to those aged 5-12 years, you’ll find music, dance, 
culture and performance all part of the program. The 2017 Summer Culture 
Kids highlights include:

• Vocal workshops with Rob Mills

• Dance workshops with Queensland Ballet

• Mister Maker & The Shapes (the international kids craft superstar is 
performing two shows in the Arts Theatre) 

• Parents’ Movies screening during workshop times, so parents can enjoy some 
time out whilst the little ones get creative!

Another highlight in amongst the upcoming 2017 Summer Culture Kids 
program is the stage show, Fluff: A Story of Lost Toys. It follows the Gingham 
family who are very concerned for all of the lost and discarded toys in the 
world. They travel all around to retrieve them and bring them to their colourful 
home of odd-shaped boxes where they welcome them to the family. Each toy 
is introduced one-by-one and, after seeing a slide show of how they came to 
be lost, is given a vocal sound, a movement, a piece of music, a nightlight and 
a nice comfy bed.

Fluff: A Story of Lost Toys is a simple, joyful and humorous tale told with a 
twist. It has been acclaimed for its originality, warmth, clever use of comedy 
and extraordinary combination of song, movement, sampling, projection and 
audience participation.

Producer Theresa Famularo says it’s only occasionally that she discovers a 
work that is so unique and wonderful that she’s compelled to bring it to a 
global audience.

“Unearthing Fluff: A Story of Lost Toys was one of these moments,” she says. 
“The production is a little offbeat with a strong comedic edge, magical, playful 
and, most importantly, told by engaging all elements of the theatre.”

Fluff will show on January 11 (6pm), January 12 (10am and 2pm) and January 
13 (10am and 2pm).

Visit www.theartscentregc.com.au/culture-kids

Kids get 
cultured
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events

EXCELLENCE IN  
TRAINING FOR

CIRCUS, AERIAL,  
ACROBATICS & DANCE   

All Ages from 2 yrs to Adult
Brand new rooms and  
new classses including 

Yoga, Pilates, Hand Balance 
& Contortion

FUN! FUN! FUN!

e: academy@aerialangels.com.au
www.aerialangels.com.au

Burleigh Heads
p: 5522 0702 

SCHOOL HOLIDAY PROGRAM

ASK ABOUT OUR NEW

for kidsiInvest

www. i I n v e s t S e c u r i t i e s . c om . a u

START THE NEW YEAR BY 
EARNING MORE THAN 2.8% 
INTEREST ON YOUR CHILD’S 
SAVINGS ACCOUNT
An                              investment account can help you 
outperform a regular savings account.
A minimal monthly contribution over your child’s schooling 
life can help fund those expensive uni degrees, pay for that 
long earned gap year or provide a deposit for their first 
property. 

Talk to us today 
and ask about our

                              program

for kidsiInvest

P 07 5520 8788

for kidsiInvest
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13 – 15 JAN
QPAC’S SUMMERSET // MISTER MAKER
10am & 1pm
QPAC, Concert Hall,  
Cnr Grey & Melbourne St’s, South Bank
www.qpac.com.au

1 – 8 JAN
BRISBANE INTERNATIONAL  
TENNIS
Queensland Tennis Centre,  
190 King Arthur Tce, Tennyson
www.brisbaneinternational.com.au

NICKLEBY THE MAGICAN //  
WORLD’S GREATEST MAGIC BATTLE
10.30am, 1.30pm & 6.00pm
The Arts Centre Gold Coast,  
Paradise Showroom, 135 Bundall Rd,  
Surfers Paradise
www.theartscentregc.com.au 

4 – 5 JAN
QPAC’S SUMMERSET //  
STEVE BACKSHALL’S DEADLY 60 POLE TO POLE
10am, 1pm & 4pm
QPAC, Concert Hall, Cnr Grey & Melbourne St’s,  
South Bank
www.qpac.com.au

9 – 13 JAN
SCHOOL HOLIDAY ACTIVITIES //  
TROLLS SHOW & MEET + GREET 11am & 1pm
Tweed City Shopping Centre, Food Court,  
54 Minjungbal Dr, Tweed Heads South
www.tweedcity.com.au 

9 – 20 JAN
QUEENSLAND THEATRE OF  
PUPPETRY // UNDER THE SEA
9.30am & 11am (weekdays only)
Gerda Pinter Pavilion, Macintosh Island Park,  
Main Beach Pde, Surfers Paradise
www.qtop.org.au

9 – 22 JAN
CULTURE KIDS // WORKSHOPS, SHOWS & ACTIVITIES
The Arts Centre Gold Coast, 135 Bundall Rd,  
Surfers Paradise
www.theartscentregc.com.au/culture-kids

6 – 22 JAN
QPAC’S SUMMERSET // THE SNAIL  
AND THE WHALE 10am & 12.30pm
QPAC, Cremorne Theatre,  
Cnr Grey & Melbourne St’s, South Bank
www.qpac.com.au

7 – 8 JAN
THE KIDS WHO KNOW //  
SUPERSTAR SHOW
10.30am, 2pm & 5.30pm
Gold Coast Convention Centre,  
2684-2690 Gold Coast Hwy, Broadbeach
www.gccec.com.au

ONE DAY WORKSHOP // 
UNDERSTANDING AUTISM SPECTRUM  
DISORDER – REDUCING ANXIETY &  
UNWANTED BEHAVIOURS  
9am – 3pm
Fabic Centre, Suite 34 Worongary Town Centre,  
1 Mudgeeraba Rd, Worongary  
(also available online via webinar)
www.fabic.com.au

17 – 19 JAN
OPERATION OUCH! // LIVE ON STAGE
11am, 2pm, 3pm & 6pm
Brisbane Powerhouse, Powerhouse Theatre,  
119 Lamington St, New Farm
www.brisbanepowerhouse.org

17 – 19 JAN
THE MAGIC FARAWAY TREE  
11am, 3pm & 6.30pm
Griffith University, Conservatorium Theatre,  
Cnr Grey & Melbourne St’s, South Bank
www.griffith.edu.au/music/queensland-
conservatorium

17 – 22 JAN
ROOM ON THE BROOM
QUT Gardens Theatre, Gardens Point Precinct,  
2 George St, Brisbane City
www.gardenstheatre.qut.edu.au

21

FREE COMMUNITY TALK //  
UNDERSTANDING BULLYING FROM  
BOTH THE VICTIMS & BULLIES PERSPECTIVE
5pm – 6pm
Robina Branch Library,  
Robina Town Centre,  
196 Robina Town Centre Dr, Robina
www.fabic.com.au

21 JAN – 25 MAR
SNUGGLEPOT & CUDDLEPIE  
2pm
Brisbane Arts Theatre,  
210 Petrie Tce,  
Petrie Terrace
www.artstheatre.com.au

JOB READINESS //  
PARENTS RETURNING TO WORK
9.30am – 11.30am
Central location, Gold Coast
www.hirewell.com.au

26

12

26 JAN
AUSTRALIA DAY CELEBRATIONS
4pm – 8pm
Broadwater Parklands, The Great Lawn,  
Marine Pde, Southport
www.cityofgoldcoast.com.au/australiaday

4

MISTER MAKER AND THE SHAPES  
LIVE ON STAGE 11am & 1.30pm
The Arts Centre Gold Coast, Arts Theatre,  
135 Bundall Rd, Surfers Paradise
www.theartscentregc.com.au

18 – 22 JAN
GOMA TURNS 10 // SUMMER FESTIVAL
GOMA, Gallery, Stanley Pl, South Bank
www.qagoma.qld.gov.au

18

7

If you would like to place your event in our calendar, please email us at editor@havenmagazine.com.au with "Calendar of Events" in the subject line.

CHINESE NEW YEAR FESTIVAL
The Marine Village, Sanctuary Cove
www.sanctuarycove.com.au 28

1

6

19

27 JAN – 19 FEB
BRISASIA FESTIVAL
Various locations, Brisbane City
www.brisbane.qld.gov.au 

27
9

JUSTINE CLARKE SINGS!
10.30am
The Arts Centre Gold Coast,  
Paradise Showroom, 135 Bundall Rd,  
Surfers Paradise
www.theartscentregc.com.au/culture-kids 

14 – 18 JAN
PEPPA PIG PLAYDATE 9am – 6pm
Brisbane Convention & Exhibition Centre,  
Cnr Merivale & Glenelg St’s, South Bank
www.lifeliketouring.com.au

14 25

11 – 13 JAN
FLUFF: A STORY OF LOST TOYS
10am, 2pm & 6pm
The Arts Centre Gold Coast,  
Arts Theatre, 135 Bundall Rd,  
Surfers Paradise
www.theartscentregc.com.au/culture-kids

DRAX 4 KIDS //  
SCHOOL HOLIDAY SHOW
12pm – 2pm
Dracula’s, 1 Hooker Blvd, Broadbeach
www.draculas.com.au

January

17

13

11

events
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21

19

Markets

Mention  Haven  to receive $100 off  
any package in December & January.

ph: 0412883016     www.birdyflowerphotography.com
www.facebook.com/BirdyflowerPhoto

Images that speak a thousand words

GOLD COAST
TWILIGHT MARKETS 
2, 9 + 16 DEC 6pm – 9pm 
Robina Town Centre, The Kitchens, Robina 
Town Centre Dr, Robina 
www.robinatowncentre.com.au

COOLY CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL 
3 DEC 9pm – 9pm 
Coolangatta State School, Staplyton St, Kirra 
www.facebook.com/goldcoastdesigncollective

ARTISAN FAYRE 
3 – 4 DEC 9am – 3pm 
Tamborine Mountain Showground, Main 
Western Rd, Tamborine Mountain 
www.tmartscollective.wordpress.com

THE MUMMY TREE MARKETS 
10 DEC 9am – 1pm 
The Marine Village, Sanctuary Cove 
www.themummytreemarkets.com.au

CHRISTMAS MARKETS GC 
16 – 18 DEC 4pm – 10pm 
Broadwater Parklands, Marine Pde, Southport 
www.christmasmarketsgc.com.au

THE SOCIAL MARKETS 
3 + 17 DEC 4pm – 9pm 
7 + 21 JAN 4pm – 9pm 
Mermaid Beach Bowls Club, 9 Markeri St, 
Mermaid Beach 
www.isleofcaprimarkets.com.au

THE VILLAGE MARKETS 
4, 11 + 18 DEC 8.30am – 1pm 
1 + 15 JAN 8.30am – 1pm 
Burleigh Heads State School,  
1750 Gold Coast Hwy, 
Burleigh Heads 
www.thevillagemarketsgc.co

ART & CRAFT BEACH MARKETS 
4 + 18 DEC 8am – 2pm 
15 JAN 8am – 2pm 
Kurrawa Park, Old Burleigh Rd, Broadbeach 
11 DEC 8am – 2pm 
8 + 22 JAN 8am – 2pm 
Queen Elizabeth Park, Marine Pde, 
Coolangatta 
29 JAN 8am – 2pm 
Justins Park, The Esplanade, Burleigh Heads 
www.artandcraft.com.au

SANCTUARY MARKETS 
Every Friday 4pm – 9pm 
The Village Green, Currumbin Wildlife 
Sanctuary, 28 Tomewin St, Currumbin 
www.marketsdownunder.com

NIGHT QUARTER 
Every Friday & Saturday 4pm – 10pm 
1 Town Centre Drive, Helensvale 
www.nightquarter.com.au

MARKETTA STREET FOOD 
Every Friday 5pm – 10pm 
Every Saturday 4pm – 10pm 
Rabbit + Cocoon Creative Precinct,  
23 Hillcrest Pde, Miami 
www.miamimarketta.com

BRISBANE
BRISBANE TWILIGHT MARKET 
2 DEC 4pm – 9pm 
King George Square, Ann St,  
Brisbane City 
www.brisstyle.com.au
MISTLETOE & MELODIES 
3 DEC 4pm – 8pm 
Payne Road State School,  
171 Payne Rd, The Gap 
www.facebook.com/PayneRoadPandC
YOUNG DESIGNERS MARKET 
4 DEC 10am – 4pm 
Little Stanley St, South Bank 
www.youngdesignersmarket.com.au
MUSEUM TWILIGHT MARKETS 
16 DEC 5pm – 9pm 
The Workshops Rail Museum, North St, 
Ipswich 
www.brisstyle.com.au
SOUTH BANK’S CHRISTMAS MARKETS 
16 – 23 DEC 4pm – 7pm 
Stanley Street Plaza,  
South Bank Parklands, South Bank 
www.christmasinbrisbane.com.au
EAT STREET MARKETS 
Every Friday & Saturday 4pm – 10pm 
Hamilton Wharf, Northshore,  
Brisbane 
www.eatstreetmarkets.com

BYRON BAY
MAMA + ME MARKETS 
17 DEC 9am – 2pm 
Mullumbimby Leagues Club,  
25 Manns Rd, Mullumbimby 
www.mamaandme.com.au
SOUL STREET NYE MARKET 
31 DEC 4pm – 12am 
Railway Park, Jonson St, Byron Bay 
www.byroncentre.com.au
BEACH SIDE MARKET 
4 JAN 8am – 4pm 
Main Beach Foreshore, Byron Bay 
www.byroncentre.com.au
BANGALOW MARKET 
22 JAN 9am – 3pm 
Bangalow Showgrounds, Market St, 
Bangalow 
www.bangalowmarket.com.au
BYRON BAY COMMUNITY MARKET 
4 DEC 8am – 3pm 
2 JAN 8am – 3pm 
Butler Street Reserve, Byron Bay 
www.byron-bay.com/markets
ARTISAN MARKET 
Every Saturday 5pm – 9pm 
Railway Park, Jonson St, Byron Bay 
www.byron-bay.com/markets

FOR MORE MARKET MIX -  
JOIN OUR WEEKLY DOSE OF HAVEN  

AND WEEKLY WHAT'S ON
www.havenmagazine.com.au

events
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School's out!

Looking for an incredibly powerful, moving and 

often life-changing school holiday program for 

your kids? Rein Changer at Canungra offers  

day-long ‘Essence of Life’ equine-assisted 

learning sessions to teach kids about self 

awareness, boundaries, relationships and 

dealing with life's challenges. Also be part of 

a real-life horse stud including time with our 

mares and newborn foals. 

Visit www.ricindaranch.com.au 

@ReinChanger 

p: 0400 739 330

EPIC HOLIDAY FUN
Get the kids out of the house and into  

Epic Skate these holidays. Open every day, 
Monday to Friday, 10.30am-4.30pm.  

For after-dark family fun try our 
 Friday night disco, 5-10pm.  

New to skating? We have Learn To Skate on  
Saturdays 9.30-10.30am and Mondays 5-6pm.  

Weekend fun: Sat 10.30am-7pm and 
Sun 11am-4.30pm.  

Epic Skate is where the good times roll. 
Visit www.epicskate.com.au

RAW Art is offering its awesome range of quality fun educational art workshops for all ages this holiday break with 90-minute workshops and full Art Days on offer. Paint, draw, sculpt, print, cut, paste, stamp, create! REGISTER NOW.RAW Art Education       rawartworkshops 41 Skinner Street West End
p: 0419 776 952 

e: admin@rawart.com.au Visit www.rawart.com.au

THE

WORKSHOP
rawart.com.au

PLACES TO GO AND FUN THINGS TO DO 
TO KEEP THE KIDS BUSY AND HAPPY THESE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS!

QUEENSLAND  
THEATRE  

OF PUPPETRY
Proudly presents

UNDER  
THE SEA

DATES: Monday January 9 until  

Friday January 20, 2017 (weekdays only)

TIMES: 9.30am and 11am daily

VENUE:  
Gerda Pinter Pavilion, Macintosh Island Park,  

GC Highway, Surfers Paradise  

(opposite intersection with Admiralty Drive.)

COST: $6 per person (pay at door, no bookings)

Visit www.qtop.org.au or check out  

Facebook for more information

THE HEIGHT OF FAMILY FUN! Head to Tamborine Rainforest Skywalk,  surrounded by 30 acres of magnificent rainforest, pristine creek and rockpools. This eco-adventure allows you to explore the rainforest canopies and habitat in a unique way. You’ll thrill at the stable steel-structured bridge that winds through the canopy, combined with the 40m long Skywalk Cantilever soaring 30m over the creek below. Pram and child friendly, 300m wheelchair accessible. Open every day, except Christmas Day.Visit www.rainforestskywalk.com.au

Lots of games and activities for  
six weeks over the holidays. 

CAMP 1 Mon 5 - Fri 9 Dec / CAMP 2 Mon 12 - Fri 

16 Dec  / CAMP 3 Mon 19 - Fri 23 Dec 

CAMP 4 Mon 9 - Fri 13 Jan / CAMP 5 Mon 16 - Fri 

20 Jan / CAMP 6 Mon 23 - Wed 25 Jan

Full Day 9am to 3pm (all ages & levels) 

Passes: 1 Day $45, 5 Day $175, 10 Day $290

Incl. morning tea and lunch (Bring your swimmers)

(Note: passes can be shared with siblings and 

used over multiple camps - before & after school 
care can be arranged)

Cnr Chisholm & Nerang-Broadbeach Rd, Carrara

Visit www.kdvsport.com  e: info@kdvsport.com   

p: Michael 0414 464 032 for details/bookings

NSW  
TIME

events
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PROGRAM 1 - Fun Phase for 5 to 8 year olds 
Fundamental movement skills. 

Wed/Thurs on 7 & 8 Dec & 14 & 15 Dec from 
8.30am to 10am $40 per child per day.

PROGRAM 2 - Play Phase for 9 to 11 year olds 
Athletic development. Wednesday/Thursday  

on 7 & 8 December and 14 & 15 December from 
10am to 3pm. $79 per child per day.  

(Includes morning tea and lunch daily)

Cnr Chisholm & Nerang-Broadbeach Rd, Carrara 

Visit www.kdvsport.com e: info@kdvsport.com

Get ready Australia! Mister Maker is  

coming back with his brilliant, fun and 

interactive live show.

Come and join your ultimate arts and craft hero 

Mister Maker when he tours Australia during the 

January school holidays.

JANUARY 2017

Friday 13 to Sunday 15 - QPAC, Brisbane

Tuesday 17 - Lake Kawana Community Centre, 

Sunshine Coast

Wednesday 18 - The Arts Centre, Gold Coast

  

MAKE, SEE, DO AT THE ARTS CENTRE 
JANUARY 9 TO 22 

There’s a range of creative workshops, 

performances, FREE activities and entertainment 

to suit every Culture Kid these summer holidays 

at The Arts Centre! Dance, sing, act, play music, 

learn, create – it’s easy to plan an entire day  

out with a variety of options for mornings, 

lunchtime and afternoons.
p: 5588 4000

Visit www.theartscentregc.com.au/culture-kids

PHYSICS OBSERVATORY SUMMER 

HOLIDAY PROGRAM
January 6-15, 2017

10am-4pm (drop in, no bookings required)

Ages: 3-12 years. Cost: Free

Explore everyday physics in unexpected ways 

these school holidays! The Cube is hosting a 

free hands-on school holiday program for kids 

and families to explore, experiment and engage 

with physics. From ball runs to paper planes and 

treasure hunts, there's something for everyone! 

And join us for Physics Fun Day on Saturday 

January 7, for an extra dose of physics fun 

including demonstrations from Street Science. 

Visit www.thecube.qut.edu.au

BUILD YOUR OWN  
IPHONE APP!

Lindisfarne Anglican Grammar 
School is hosting a Code Camp 
holiday program this Xmas, 
where students in Year 2 - 7 
learn how to build their very own  
game for iPhone or Android! There are two coding camps available, Spark (introductory)  and Ignite (advanced). 
Help your child become a coding superstar and enrol today at: codecamp.com.au/lindisfarne

THE ULTIMATE SCHOOL HOLIDAY FUN
The coolest thing in kids' school holiday fun – celebrate a birthday or just come for a great time these holidays at Drax 4 Kids. For children aged 5-12 years. Includes hot and cold party food, unlimited soft drinks and entertainment they will howl about! PLUS there's a School Holidays Vacation show for Drax 4 Kids LOL on Thursday January 12, noon to 2pm. 

Visit www.draculas.com.au

THE TROLLS ARE COMING THESE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS.Enjoy the journey with the Trolls Show daily at 11am and 1pm.
And meet Poppy and Branch from the DreamWorks movie Trolls at 12 noon.

In centre Monday January 9 to  Friday January 13 - near Kmart.
Visit www.tweedcity.com.au

Come inside and find all your favourite 

characters: Big Ted, Little Ted, Humpty and 

Jemima, as well as the Windows and Rocket Clock 

at Gold Coast City Gallery’s new exhibition Happy 

Birthday Play School: Celebrating 50 years.

Plus there’s a wonderful Come and Play Space for 

kids of all ages to read, make and do! Best of all 

it's free! From Dec 3 – Feb 5.

Visit www.theartscentregc.com.au

Frenzy Food Court offers the very best 

in family dining on the Gold Coast and is 

open for lunch and dinner seven days a 

week. Kids eat free on Monday nights and 

entertainment is provided at Wobbygongs 

Fun Zone from just $3.50 for members. 

p: 07 5532 1155

Visit www.southportsharks.com.au

KV SPORT JUNIOR 
GOLD SCHOOL 
HOLIDAY CAMP

GRAMMAR SCHOOL

ANGLICAN

events
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IF THERE’S ONE COLOUR IN THE WORLD THAT SCREAMS 
SUMMERTIME AND HAPPINESS AND (ACCORDING TO COLOUR 
PSYCHOLOGY) OPTIMISM, IT’S YELLOW. MAKE THIS PRIMARY 
COLOUR PART OF YOU AND YOUR KIDS’ PRIMARY SHOPPING 

CHOICES THIS SEASON.

fashion

Frankie Ray Gidget sunglasses in leopard print,  
$29.95, available at David Jones

Cotton On Mia dress in 100% 
cotton double knit jersey,  
$24.95, ww.cottonon.com

Sportsgirl sleeveless shirt,  
$49.95, www.sportsgirl.com.au

Sportsgirl lemon beauty bag,  
$14.95, www.sportsgirl.com.au

Sportsgirl cut-work cami,  
$69.95, www.sportsgirl.com.au

Ripcurl cap,  
$15, www.citybeach.com.au

City Beach OBfive pineapple vibes 
longboard skateboard,  

$209.99, www.citybeach.com.au

Country Road Kids pants,  
$49.95, www.countryroad.com.au

Country Road  
off-the-shoulder dress,  

$199, www.countryroad.com.au

Novo Clooney espadrille,  
$39.95, www.novoshoes.com.au

Hello
yellow

Country Road tote,  
$39.95, www.countryroad.com.au
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HOW DID ONE HUMBLE AND DEDICATED BRISBANE 
MOTHER TURN 50CM OF FLUORO YELLOW LYCRA INTO 
AN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS AT THE FOREFRONT OF ITS 
INDUSTRY? WITH HARD WORK, BLOOD/SWEAT/TEARS, 
BACKFLIPS AND SOME SWAROVSKI CRYSTALS – THAT’S HOW.

If you have a young daughter and she’s into gymnastics, chances are you’ll 
have personally contributed to the inspiring and uplifting story that belongs 
to Brisbane local and leotard queen, Sylvia Pichler of Sylvia P Sportswear.
Let’s rewind the tape back to 1992 when Sylvia and husband Anton made 
the huge decision to move their young family from their homeland in 
Austria, across the world to Australia. At the time, the Pichlers’ youngest 
child, Thomas, suffered ongoing dermatological issues. Medical professionals 
treating Thomas suggested his condition would improve in warmer weather. 
Sylvia and Anton pretty much threw a dart at a map and Brisbane was the 
lucky target – Redland City to be exact. While it was a somewhat random 
decision to move themselves, Thomas and his older sisters Daniela and 
Sandra to Australia, this country would prove to be the land of opportunity. 
And it all started with one homemade gymnastics leotard for Sylvia’s middle, 
Sandra. 
“I found it difficult to purchase leotards for Sandra apart from the usual 
ballet-style leotards - so I decided to make them myself,” Sylvia recalls. 
“I used 50cm of fluoro yellow fabric purchased from a small store in Mt 
Gravatt. I borrowed an overlocker and zigzag sewing machine from the real 
estate agent who sold us our house and pieced it together in our living 
room.”
Sandra’s fellow tween-aged gymnastics friends thought the leo was pretty 
cool and soon Sandra was the trendiest gymnast at training. It was not long 
before the other girls started asking Sylvia to make them some leotards too.  
“Later in 1994, I sold my first leotard to a member of Sandra's training group 
at the then Chandler Comets Gymnastics Club,” Sylvia recalls. “Following 
that, I was asked to make the gymnastics club’s uniform.”
But don’t think this devoted mum was any kind of expert machinist at the 
time. Sylvia’s career to that point had seen her working as a nanny and even 
a taxi driver in Austria! She took night dressmaking courses to hone her 
sewing and pattern-making skills.
“I had no business background before starting Sylvia P Sportswear,” Sylvia 
admits.
Just like most start-ups, the company began in the family home in Cleveland. 
They moved to Capalaba in 2007 to Sylvia P’s first warehouse, which they 
quickly out grew. They moved to their current larger premises in Capalaba in 
2012. When asked what Sylvia’s one big break was, she says there was not 
one.
“It’s all come about through hard work, persistence and striving to be 
better,” she says. “We believe that creating innovative designs of premium 
quality can empower our customers to achieve their goals, whoever they 
are and whatever they pursue. The label is dedicated to creating products 
that respond as our customers’ physical pursuits demand and give them 
confidence through exceptional athletic function and aesthetic style.”

Interestingly, as Sylvia P Sportswear started to make its mark on the 
gymnastics fashion scene, so too were Sylvia’s children making their own 
mark on the same sport. Sandra was a state representative in both artistic 
gymnastics and later in rhythmic gymnastics. Thomas was an Australian 
representative gymnast, competing at five World Championships and 
winning two gold medals at the Commonwealth Games. Sandra and Daniela 
were also gymnastics coaches. 
“Having gymnasts in the family allowed me to understand the fit and 
comfort of the garments,” Sylvia explains. “If my kids weren’t comfortable 
wearing Sylvia P garments then others wouldn’t be either.”
Fast forward to today and Sylvia P Sportswear is a leader in the design and 
manufacture of gymnastics garments for women’s artistic, men’s artistic, 
trampolining, aerobics and acrobatics gymnastics. Sylvia P fits out the 
majority of Australia’s gymnastics clubs. With stockists of their practice 
wear throughout the country, they also have distributors in the USA, 
Japan and Europe. The range has also been extended in recent years to 
include activewear, dancewear and even men’s and women’s weightlifting 
suits. Customised Sylvia P garments, with the gymnast’s name written in 
tiny Swarovski crystals or their club logo featured via sublimation printing 
technology, for example, are also hot property among cartwheeling kids.
“In my first month, I made 57 garments,” Sylvia says. "Today, Sylvia P 
produces approximately 2,500 garments per month." And while the numbers 
look great, Sylvia says the most rewarding part of the whole story “has been 
seeing the business turn into a family business with all of my children now 
part of it”.
“This past five years, the business has changed dramatically with the 
injection of the next generation,” she says. “With my children taking on 
more pivotal roles, the front end of the business has changed significantly 
with design and marketing personnel helping to improve the face and 
structure of the business. I have been able to focus on my strength in back-

Flippin’ 
business 
success story
Words: Belinda Glindemann

fashion
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end production to ensure products are made to the 
highest standards. As the largest part of our business, 
my role consists of managing jobs and personnel to 
meet deadlines. A large part of my role is mentoring 
and teaching staff our unique trade.”
And it truly is a family affair. Daughter Daniela (39) 
heads up the Accounts department, Sandra (32) is 
Head of Design, Thomas (30) is Head of Operations and 
Thomas’s wife Andrea is also in the business as Production 
Manager. Anton runs his own separate successful IT business 
from offices above the Sylvia P warehouse.
“I love being able to work with creative people who share my passion. 
I feel very proud to be able to pass this opportunity onto my family and let 
them continue what I have started,” Sylvia says. “We all work hard to always 
improve our quality and strive for innovation.”
With the third highest female membership base of organised sport 
within Australia, gymnastics continues to provide children of all ages the 
opportunity to learn to move. From KinderGym programs that teach children 
to master fundamental movement skills through to high-performance 
programs and Olympic medal goals, gymnastics stretches the entire 
sporting landscape. Gymnastics programs are delivered in more than 530 
clubs across Australia by 5,000 registered coaches and judges. Gymnastics 
Australia has more than 156,000 registered athlete members with 93 per 
cent of athlete members under the age of 12 (42 per cent are under the age 
of five). Some 75 per cent of the membership is female. So you can see how 
the Sylvia P label has flourished with thanks to all those fashion-conscious 
tween gymnasts hungry for bright and fabulous training leotards, their 
parents looking for quality, functionality and affordability, and their coaches 
looking for eye catching, stylish and technical lycra garments to enhance 
competitive performance.

And if you think Sylvia has left all the sporting 
ability to her once-world-class gymnast children, 
think again. Besides lycra and crystals, this 
grandmother’s hobbies are “fitness and health”. 
She enjoys CrossFit daily as well as long-distance 
running. In fact, Sylvia had just completed The 

New York City Marathon before sitting down to 
chat with haven magazine for this story.

“CrossFit is part of my life. I enjoy the early-morning 
classes before heading to work. It’s the one hour a 

day I get to focus on my wellbeing. I also enjoy running 
on the weekends and spending time with my grandkids.”

With all her business success, the ever-humble Sylvia reflects on 
the early days with pride. Remember, she was juggling a start-up business 
with three young children, their hectic gymnastics training schedules, 
general motherhood and life.
“Yes, that period of life was busy - my working hours were early morning, 
during school hours and late nights. However, it gave me the opportunity to 
support my family in their pursuits,” she recalls.
Sylvia implored other entrepreneurial mums to simply “start small, focus on 
their customers’ needs and work hard”.
“In five years’ time, I envision Sylvia P will see continued growth in Australia 
and internationally. In 20 years’ time, who knows where we could be?!”
One thing is for sure, Sylvia P Sportwear will continue to be the bright and 
coveted label of choice for tens of thousands of Australian gymnastics-
obsessed girls. If you aren’t lucky enough to live with the energy of a 
gymnastics-obessed tween, then you will definitely at least know one. And 
they’ll all be well aware of the Austrian taxi driver-come-gymnastics fashion 
maven, Sylvia P.
Visit www.sylviap.com.au

Try it on
Sylvia P Sportswear has 

recently opened its first public 
shopfront at 8 Veronica St, 

Capalaba. Check the Sylvia P 
website for trading hours.

LINDISFARNE
ANGLICAN GRAMMAR SCHOOL

 

Phone 07 5590 5099 or  
email enrolments@lindisfarne.nsw.edu.au

2018 SCHOLARSHIPS NOW OPEN

Apply now for a Lindisfarne Scholarship.

For more information visit www.lindisfarne.nsw.edu.au

• Academic Scholarships are available  
 for students entering Years 5-11.

• General Excellence, Music and Sport    
 Scholarships are available for students  
 entering Years 7-11.

REVOLUTIONARY EYE-CARE TECHNOLOGY 
CORRECTS SIGHT WITHOUT GLASSES OR  
LASER EYE SURGERY 

PH 07 5520 5900

FREE YOUR EYES  
WITH THE ORTHO-K  
TECHNOLOGY:
• Digital lens surfacing
• Computerised programming
• Lens customisation

HOW IT WORKS:  
SLEEP, SEE, GO
• Wear Ortho-K lenses to bed
• Go to sleep
• Upon waking, REMOVE  
 the lenses and see clearly all day

Individual suitability  
needs to be determined,  
see the optometrist team at:

Transform the way you see with

www.harmonyvisioncare.com.au

fashion
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Water wise
BIG GIRL OR LITTLE GIRL, IT DOESN’T MATTER 

– WE ALL WANT TO LOOK GREAT AND FEEL 
COMFORTABLE WHILE STAYING COOL BY THE 

WATER THIS SUMMER. HERE ARE SOME FAB NEW-
SEASON FINDS FOR ACTIVE FASHIONISTA FEMALES.

Colette full-piece bather (girls size 8-16) 
$37.95, www.pavementbrands.com

Alix tankini (girls size 8-16) $39.95, 
www.pavementbrands.com

Dante bikini (girls size 8-16) $34.95, 
www.pavementbrands.com

Sunrise at Bondi ‘Icon’ crop top $54.95, bikini 
pant $54.95, www.sunriseatbondi.com

Sunrise at Bondi ‘Splash’ action back one-
piece $99.95, www.sunriseatbondi.com

Sunrise at Bondi ‘Icon’ crop top 
$54.95, compression legging $89.95, 

www.sunriseatbondi.com

Sunrise at Bondi ‘It’s a new day’ 
rash jacket $129.95, bikini pant 

$54.95, www.sunriseatbondi.com

Isabella full-piece bather (girls size 8-16) 
$37.95, www.pavementbrands.com

fashion
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Splash factor
SUMMER IS HERE AND SO TOO ARE THE HOLIDAYS! HOT AND BOTHERED KIDS NEED 
A PLACE TO CHILL OUT, COOL DOWN AND HAVE SOME SPLASHING SUMMER FUN. 
HERE ARE SOME IDEAS ON HOW TO GET THE KIDS WET THESE HOLIDAYS.

Words: Fe Taylor

Summer brings thoughts of wet swimmers, 
giant piles of towels in the laundry and sticky 
watermelon and mango juices running down 
faces. Whether you are heading away for a beach 
holiday or enjoying a staycation in your own 
backyard, finding the best places to stay cool is 
easy.

Firstly, be organised and pack the gear you need 
the night before so you and get off early before 
the day gets too hot. Our family’s beach kit is 
permanently packed and ready for action and 
includes sunscreen, hats, beach umbrella, towels, 
picnic rug, frisbee, bats, balls, bucket and spade, 
insect repellent and a first aid kit. We grab the 
boogie boards and the kite and simply add kids, 
water and food and we’re off! 
So where are the best places to head to, to enjoy 
some summer fun? Here's where:

THE BEACHES 
Make sure you are swimming between the flags. 
Modelling good behaviour for our kids is very 
important. There will be more kids in patrolled 
areas for your kids to play with too. Our top 
picks include Rainbow Bay on the Gold Coast, 
Main Beach at Byron Bay and Kings Beach at 
Caloundra. All three beaches are patrolled and 
offer kids open space, waves, a walking track 
along the foreshore, playgrounds, barbecues and 
amenities blocks. Again, getting in early means 
avoiding some of the heat and, also a better 
opportunity to land a carpark. 

CREEKS, RIVERS AND STREAMS
We love Currumbin Creek at Palm Beach 
Parklands for a gentler swim – there are no 
waves and it’s a great spot for trying stand-up 
paddleboarding (SUP). It’s a popular spot for 
families with younger children. Here’s a hot tip: 
Check the tide times as high tide will limit the 
sand available. There is a large park, playground, 
amenities, carparking and a café nearby. You can 
also hire SUP boards there.

Broadwater Parklands has something for 
everyone. There is a water play park for the kids, 
an enclosed swimming area in the Broadwater 
and an inflatable water park that operates south 
of the Parklands play area. If saltwater is not your 
preference, the Aquatic Centre is right there too. 
SUP board hire is also available.

Cool mountain creeks are another great 
destination. On the Gold Coast, check out the 
Currumbin Rock Pools. In Northern New South 
Wales we love Minyon Falls – it’s better for  
older kids as there is a hike to the bottom of 
the falls. Gardeners Falls are in Maleny north 
of Brisbane and also worth the drive. There are 
several rock pools there but aim for the main 
swimming area. 

POOLS FOR PLAY
Brisbanites should head to South Bank for a 
cooling inner-city swim. Park and ride is the 
easiest - catch the train or a ferry to avoid traffic 
and the cost of carparks.

Murwillumbah Pools (Tweed Regional Aquatic 
Centre) is another great place and get there early 
to secure a picnic table under a tree. The centre 
has both an indoor pool with a diving pool (check 
opening times) and an outdoor pool. It also 
boasts a toddler leisure pool and the piece de 
resistance - the giant hill slide! 

Also check out your local city council websites 
for details of their aquatic centres including each 
location’s facilities and pricing. And don’t forget 
to slip, slop, slap!

wellbeing

 FREE 
Initial 

Consultation

Dr Scott McNab BDSc (Qld), MDSc (Ortho) (Qld), Dento-maxillofacial Radiography (Qld)

ORTHODONTIC TREATMENT
FOR ALL AGES
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PARTY SEASON IS HERE AND IT’S A 
BRILLIANT TIME FOR FAMILY AND 
FRIENDS TO GET TOGETHER. IF YOU 
ARE THE LUCKY HOST/ESS, DON’T MISS 
OUT ON ANY OF THE PARTY ACTION 
BY HAVING A STRATEGIC MEAL PLAN 
THAT KEEPS YOU OUT OF THE KITCHEN. 
HERE’S HOW…
The festive season is well and truly upon us and 
with the warmer weather, it is the perfect time 
to fire-up in the kitchen and cook for family and 
friends. Because I hate missing out, the one thing 
I always do when entertaining is to plan a menu 
that doesn’t require me to spend a minute more 
than necessary in the kitchen once the guests 
have arrived.

SO HERE ARE A FEW OF MY IDEAS FOR 
ENSURING ENTERTAINING IS EFFORTLESS 
AND ENJOYABLE:

1Plan ahead. Knowing what you need to cook 
and when is really important. Write yourself a 

list of the order you are going to prepare food 
and times that things need to go in the oven. Set 
timers if you need them also.

2Make it as easy on yourself as possible.  
Don’t choose fiddly, gourmet meals that 

require loads of prep or cooking just before 
serving.

3Choose meals, sides and salads that you  
can prepare ahead. Plan a barbecue so all 

you need to pre-prepare are salads and sides. 
Slow-cooked anything is a great choice. Curries, 
casseroles and bakes are also great because you 

can make them the day before and simply reheat 
to serve (most of the time the flavour is more 
developed so they taste even better). 

4Prepare sides, salads and dressings the 
morning before you entertain and simply 

assemble and dress just before serving. So for 
me, that means I have dressings made and in  
jars ready to pour. Any chopping, toasting  
nuts or seeds, washing leaves etc is all done  
in advance. 

5Dessert always needs to be fully prepared so 
you can simply uncover and serve. 

My take-home message is just don’t over 
complicate things. Plan ahead and prep as much 
as you can in advance. It’s often the simple 
things in life that are the most delicious!
Visit www.wellnourished.com.au

Cooking  
 for a crowd

wellbeing

Words: Georgia Harding

 
 
 

One Spa - RACV Royal Pines Resort
Ross Street, Benowa, Gold Coast
T: 07 5597 8700   
E: royalpines_onespa@racv.com.au 

.

Enjoy an aromatic warm candle full body massage at One Spa.

This full body massage uses long, slow effleurage movements and 
traditional Swedish techniques to relieve stress related tension and 
fatigue, whilst assisting the body in restoring normal function
of the muscular, nervous, circulatory and lymphatic systems.

DURATION: 60 MINUTES

Auto club members | $99 per person 

Non members | $115 per person 

Phone 07 5597 8446.
Bookings essential.

One Spa 
Summer Special

*Conditions apply. Valid to 29 February 2017. Not valid with any other offer. Auto club members includes RACV, RACQ, NRMA.
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Slow-cooked lamb shoulder 
with mint chutney

Recipes: Georgia Harding

Sweet roasted carrots
This side turns the humble carrot into something 
very special. You can, of course, add in any extra 
vegetables you like to extend the variety of this 
dish. Also feel free to mix it up with different 
coloured carrots if available to you.

INGREDIENTS
• 500g (approx.) baby carrots, scrubbed or 

peeled
• 1 tablespoon maple syrup
• 1 tablespoon extra virgin olive oil
• 1 teaspoon cumin seeds
• 1 lemon, thinly sliced
• Good pinch of sea salt
• Handful parsley or coriander leaves, to serve

SPICED YOGHURT DRESSING
• 1 small clove garlic, crushed
• ¼ cup natural or coconut yoghurt
• 1 teaspoon cinnamon, ground
• ½ teaspoon coriander seed, ground
• Sea salt and black pepper, to taste

METHOD
• Preheat your oven to 180°C/ 350℉.
• Prepare your carrots and toss with the maple 

syrup, olive oil, cumin seeds, sliced lemon and 
sea salt.

• Place in a single layer on a baking tray with the 
lemon spaced evenly on top and bake for 15-
20 minutes or until the carrots are just cooked 
and slightly golden (how long this takes will 
depend on the size of your carrots). 

• Make the dressing by combining all of the 
ingredients together in a small bowl.

• Once the carrots are cooked, cool a little and 
arrange on a serving plate. 

• Drizzle with the spiced yogurt dressing just 
before serving, scatter the parsley or coriander 
and serve warm or at room temperature. 

TIP
Can be pre-prepared and leftovers are just as 
good the next day.

This slow-cooked lamb shoulder with mint 
chutney is probably one of my most cooked 
meals, especially when entertaining a crowd 
as it can be prepared ahead and requires no 
time of me in the kitchen once the guests 
arrive (I hate missing out). This makes it a 
timely recipe ahead of the festive season and 
one I know you are just going to love. The 
chutney is optional but highly recommended. 
We make it spicy, but you can always leave 
out the chili if spice isn’t your thing.

INGREDIENTS
• 1 lamb shoulder (1.5-2kg approx.) with bone 

in (if it has the shank attached, have your 
butcher cut the tendon at the base so it 
doesn’t pop up when it is cooking and pierce 
the foil)

• 1 lemon, halved and bases trimmed so they 
can sit flat, flesh side up

• 6-7 small cloves garlic, peeled and halved (or 
quartered if large)

• ⅔ cup water

MARINADE
• 2 tablespoons rosemary leaves, chopped 

finely
• 1 clove garlic, peeled
• 1 tablespoon extra virgin olive oil
• 1 teaspoon sea salt
• Black pepper, to taste

MINT CHUTNEY
• Large bunch of mint, leaves picked off the 

stems
• 1 clove garlic, crushed
• 1-2 red chilies, whole
• Pinch of sea salt
• Juice of one lemon
• 1 teaspoon red wine vinegar

METHOD
1. Preheat the oven to 250°C/480℉.

2. Prepare the marinade by mixing all the 
ingredients together in a small bowl.

3. Place the lemons in a large roasting tray, 
flesh side up. Sit the lamb on top of the 
lemons (so the lemon acts like a rack).

4. Pierce the flesh of the lamb with a pairing 
knife 12-14 times. Push the slivers of garlic 
into the holes.

5. Rub the lamb with the marinade and add 
the water to the bottom of the tray.

6. Now cover with foil making sure the edges 
are sealed well. I use at least three pieces of 
foil and tuck it under the tray so it is firmly 
sealed. The lamb needs to steam to make it 
fall apart when it’s done. Any gaps in the foil 
and it can dry out so take your time and seal 
it carefully.

7. Put it in the oven and turn it down to  
150°C/290℉.

8. Cook for 4 hours.

9. Whilst that’s cooking, make the chutney 
by combining the mint, garlic, chili and salt in 
a food processor and processing to a paste. 
Mix in the lemon juice and store in an airtight 
container in the fridge until the lamb is ready 
to serve.

10. When the lamb is ready, remove the foil 
and put it under the grill for 5-10 minutes or 
until the top is crispy.

11. Rest the lamb for a few minutes before 
serving with the mint chutney and tongs to 
pull apart the meat. 
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HOLIDAY SEASON:  
THE PROS AND CONS
SCHOOL HOLIDAYS ARE HERE. “YIPPEE!” 
SAY SOME PARENTS. “OMG!” SAY MANY 
OTHERS AS THEY START COUNTING THE 
SLEEPS UNTIL SCHOOL GOES BACK. WHY 
THE CONTRAST?

School holidays are absolutely a time to rest from 
the daily routines of school, work and all that 
comes with the day-to-day demands of life. And 
while they can be filled with rest, outings, trips 
away, play dates and more, holidays can also 
be filled with ‘unstructured time’ - and lots of it. 
Unstructured time, change in the daily routine and 
free time are welcomed by many, but not by all. 

An all-too common story at Fabic is parents at their 
wit’s end, meltdowns occurring (from children and 
parents alike) and an overall unpleasant experience 
for all concerned due to the lack of structure that 
holidays can bring. At Fabic, we understand that 
all unwanted behaviour is preceded by anxiety, 
as clearly stated in the Body Life Skills program 
(visit www.bodylifeskills.com). We also understand 
that “Anxiety is a result of a person not feeling 
equipped to deal with what is in front of them” as 
quoted by Serge Benhayon. 

So what is it about holidays that some may not 
perceive they have the required skills to respond 
to? What is it about unstructured time, change in 
daily routine and free time that triggers people’s 
anxiety, thus triggering unwanted behaviours? 
When a person’s life follows a routine, there is 
typically a sense of purpose to each moment as 
well as a clear expectation of what is expected 
from them now and next in their life. Routines 
and structure allow for all to predict and thus 
feel equipped for what is in front of them and 
what is next. Lack of structure, change in routine 
and free time typically are void of these clear 
expectations and sense of purpose. Some people 
have developed the skills to bring clear structure 
to unstructured time, find a new routine when the 
previous routine is not current and bring a sense 

of purpose to their free time, where others have 
not. For some it is important that we offer the 
opportunity to develop these skills, remembering 
that every person has skills they are yet to develop. 
Thus rather than embrace school holidays as an 
escape from day-to-day life, we could approach 
school holidays as a new-life classroom with many 
opportunities for life lessons ahead.  

TIPS FOR GETTING THROUGH THE HOLIDAYS
• Ensure everyone has a clear picture of what is 

happening now and next in their life.

• Support people to develop the skills to bring a 
sense of purpose to every moment.

• Holidays are a great time to learn life skills not 
typically taught in school. Think meal preparation, 
shopping, budgeting, scheduling, social skills etc. 

• Teach people to understand the benefits of rest, 
supporting our body to be ready for the next day, 
week, year ahead.

• Use visual schedules to bring a new structure 
and routine to each day. At the beginning of 
the holidays collect a list of all the ‘to dos’ for 
the holidays but at the end of each day, bring a 
structure to what is on offer for the next day.  

See right for an example of a visual schedule. It is 
recommended you create your own template to fill 
out with your children at the end of each day/week 
in preparation for the next day/week etc. This 
example provides structure and a sense of purpose 
to a previously unstructured day, providing all with 
the same picture.

Remember, there is a potential learning 
opportunity in every moment. Identifying and 
discussing what learning you can find in each 
activity brings a sense of purpose to each and 
every moment. When people have a sense of 
purpose, there is absolutely no time for issues to 
be created.

Visit www.fabic.com.au 

Words: Tanya Curtis

TODAY WE WILL BE …. 
MORNING

Free play until 10am 
Some suggestions: Outside play, read books, 
art work, blocks, games with family, project 
work, puzzles.  
Learning opportunity: Gross motor, fine 
motor, finding purpose in everything, social 
skills, winning, losing, treating all as equally, 
appreciating each person’s strengths and 
weakness, attention to detail

MID-MORNING

10am: Shops 
Activities to coincide with going to shops: 
Writing shopping list. Learning opportunities: 
organisation, planning, making decisions, 
sequencing etc.

Getting to shops  
Learning opportunity: public transport, 
directions, maps and orienteering 

Finding items at shop 
Learning opportunity: learning order and 
organisation, reading maps/directions etc

LUNCH

Prepare meal together 
Activities to coincide with going to meal 
preparation: Choosing a recipe.

Learning opportunity: decision making, 
planning, preparation, organisation, looking 
ahead (eg. have we got all we need?)

Getting all ingredients and utensils 
Learning opportunity: planning, preparation, 
organisation etc

Meal Preparation 
Learning opportunity: cooking and all that goes 
with cooking

MID AFTERNOON

LATE AFTERNOON

EVENING

Bed
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150 Ashmore Road, Benowa 
www.medsan.com.au

5564 5013

THE DETOX PROGRAM THAT GIVES YOU 
THE ENERGY TO CONTINUE YOUR DAILY LIFE!

FIND OUT MORE OR PURCHASE ONLINE, GO TO 

www.ffdetox.com

REJUVENATE YOUR BODY
IN JUST 10 DAYS

REST, RESET & ENERGISE!

Contains Raw organic Ingredients
Non-GMO     Gluten & Dairy Free

Contains Healthy Bacteria
Natural Source of Amino Acids,
Vitamins, Minerals & Enzymes

No Artificial Ingredients      Suitable for Vegans 

DEMYSTIFYING FAT

IN OUR WESTERN WORLD OF PLENTY, FOOD HAS BECOME A 
SURPRISINGLY CONFUSING TOPIC. ARE WE MEANT TO EAT LOW 
CARB, HIGH FIBRE, LOW FAT OR GLUTEN FREE? THE RULES GO 
ON AND ON. TO CONFUSE YOU EVEN MORE, DID YOU KNOW 
THAT EATING FAT HELPS YOU LOSE WEIGHT?

Not only do we want the best for our overall health but most of us want 
to eat in a way that also keeps our weight in the healthy range. From a 
perspective of purely calories in and calories out, it would make sense that 
reducing our fat intake would help us to lose weight. But is this actually the 
case? 

Science has now proven that calories are not all created equal. While calories 
from fat, protein or carbohydrates all seem the same when burned in the 
vacuum of a laboratory they behave very differently in our complex body. 
Food interacts with microorganisms in our gut and affects hormones like 
insulin that help us store abdominal fat.

A Harvard research project compared high-fat and low-carb diets with low-
fat and high-carb diets and then got the groups to swap diets so they could 
compare the different diets on the same bodies to give a more accurate 
understanding of the results. The outcome was very clear. The group that ate 
high fat and low carbs had an overwhelmingly better response, burning 300+ 
more calories a day, lowering their cholesterol and triglyceride levels and 
improving their insulin resistance level in comparison to the low-fat high-carb 
diet group.

So, now we need to look at which specific fats should we eat. The fats 
that have the greatest health benefits are the monounsaturated and 
polyunsaturated fats. Foods to focus on are avocadoes, unroasted nuts 
and seeds and coconut and olive oil. A hero amongst these is the humble 
macadamia nut with the highest proportion of monosaturated fat. It has been 
shown that adding this nut to your diet can lower cholesterol in some people 
as effectively as a very restricted low-fat diet.

Eating fat has the added benefit of making us feel satisfied so we reduce 
hunger pains and stop craving the wrong foods, helping us to absorb our fat 
soluble vitamins (A, D, E and K). It also encourages bile flow which improves 
the balance of good and bad organisms in our gut which, as I have discussed 
before, has a huge impact on our metabolism. 

This festive season, don’t hold back. Eat those healthy fats, feel more 
satisfied and keep up the probiotics.     

Visit www.medsan.com.au 

Words: Dr Elen ApThomas

wellbeing
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Superfood  
Weeknight Meals
Kelly Pfeiffer

Healthy, delicious dinners ready in 30 minutes 
or less. Superfood Weeknight Meals provides 
simple-yet-creative meals that feature 10 
everyday superfood ingredients: avocado, 
lentils, almonds, sweet potatoes, quinoa, eggs, 
spinach, citrus fruit, olive oil and cauliflower. 
With each recipe using at least two of these 
foods, you can guarantee that your family is 
getting a healthy meal and one that you don’t 
have to spend hours in the kitchen making! 

Fair Winds Press, $27.99

Ferment Your Drinks
Alex Lewin and Raquel Guajardo

Fermented drinks help improve digestion, improve important 
vitamins and minerals and strengthen the immune system and 
they’re tasty! With just a few ingredients and materials, you 
can start brewing your own delicious beverages for your family. 
Ferment Your Drinks is packed with an array of innovative drink 
recipes, from healthy homemade sodas to traditional kvass, that 
you can make in your home kitchen and enjoy all year long.

Fair Winds Press, $29.99

The brew your own big 
book of homebrewing

From well-tested recipes to expert advice, 
Brew Your Own sets the standard for quality. 
Now the magazine’s best homebrew guides, 

troubleshooting and tips are brought together in 
one book. Packed with recipes, advice, step-

by-step photos and more, this official guide is 
a necessity for anyone who’s into homebrew. 

Whether you’re looking to get into brewing, want 
to up your game or find inspiration for your next 

brew day, this book has what you need. 

Voyageur Press, $27.99  

Weber’s Barbecue Bible
Jamie Purviance

This bible contains more than 150 triple-tested 
recipes for meat, poultry, seafood, vegetables 
and fruit with 1000 step-by-step photographs 
to guide you. There are invaluable ideas for 
rubs, marinades and sauces, expert answers 
to common questions about barbecuing as 
well as tips and advice on safety, upkeep, fuel 
and lighting methods. From simple kebabs to 
elaborate rotisseries, the book contains the 
perfect recipes for all-year-round barbecuing.

Murdoch Books, $35

Sweet! 
Celebrations

Elise Strachan

From YouTube sensation Elise 
Strachan comes a collection of 

amazing cakes and desserts for 
any skill level and any occasion, 

with tips on presentation and 
theming. The creator and host of 

My Cupcake Addiction - one of 
the world’s most widely viewed online baking shows - shares 
her most dazzling and delicious dessert recipes and ingenious 
entertaining tips so you can throw the perfect party. Whether 

you’re putting together a simple treat for a friend or an over-the-
top extravaganza, baking cupcakes for the office or planning a 

trick-or-treat to be remembered, this will be your go-to book in 
the kitchen. Follow Elise on youtube.com/MyCupcakeAddiction 

or facebook.com/cupcakeaddiction or instagram.com/
mycupcakeaddiction 

Murdoch Books, $39.99

Cookbook  
nook

WHETHER YOU’RE THE UBER-FOODIE WHO 
WILL PORE OVER EVERY INGREDIENT LIST AND 

METHOD, OR SIMPLY LOVE TO USE GORGEOUS 
BOOKS AS SHOWPIECES ON YOUR KITCHEN 
SHELF, COOKBOOKS MAKE PRACTICAL AND 

BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS GIFTS. HERE  
ARE SOME OF THE LATEST RELEASES  

TO SUIT EVERY INTEREST.

Salads All Year Round
Makkie Mulder

Salads with vegetables, with fish, with cheese, with 
grains and cereals, with poultry and meat and with fruit 
– each with a range of dressings. Salads All Year Round 

provides a definitive collection of 100 delicious salads 
for all seasons. Refreshing, healthy, generous and filling, 

these salads are quick to put together and much more 
than just a side dish: they are the main event. 

Murdoch Books, $35

wellbeing
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The Zumbo Files
Adriano Zumbo

The colours are bright, the flavours unexpected. The experience 
of recreating 50 Zumbo recipes is complete delight. This collection 

includes the master pâtissier’s latest creations plus some 
astonishing new flavour combinations for his signature zumbarons. 
There’s also a chapter of savoury recipes to round out your pastry 

repertoire. For the first time, Adriano provides photographic 
step-by-step instructions for the master recipes in each style of 

pâtisserie, deconstructing the process and making these culinary 
works of art achievable for the home baker. This is no ordinary 

baking book! It will blow your mind and your tastebuds.

Murdoch Books, $49.99

Whole Food Slow Cooked
Olivia Andrews

Whole Food Slow Cooked is the solution to nourishing friends 
and family with ease and style. Each recipe offers cooking 

methods for both slow cooker and stovetop or oven and is 
designed to fit in around a busy schedule. And, because slow 

cooking means you can make the most of cheaper cuts of meat 
by braising them to melting tenderness, it’s economical too. 

Just fire up the slow cooker in the morning and you can come 
home to a kitchen filled with the aroma of caramel pork belly, 

pea and ham soup or the ultimate bolognese ready to toss into 
a pan of pasta. With curries, seafood, lazy weekend fare and 
plenty of meat-free options, you’ll never be short of ideas to 

keep everyone happy and well-fed.

Murdoch Books, $35

More Please!
Manu Feildel with Clarissa Weerasena

As the cheeky co-host of one of the country’s best-loved TV programs, 
MKR, Manu Feildel gets to sample some of the finest home cooking 
in the nation. His favourite meals though are most often those he 
enjoys at home with his loved ones. Like many of us, Manu’s family 
has diverse cultural roots - French, of course, but also Chinese, Malay 
and Sri Lankan. And he loves to put a spin on his favourite dishes from 
Spain, Italy and the Middle East. He and his partner, Clarissa, draw on 
all these influences when cooking at home. The result is a collection of 
simply delicious recipes that tick all the boxes: quick, easy and enticing 
for all the family on those busy weeknights, plus plenty of special-
occasion dishes you can whip up to impress a crowd.

Murdoch Books, $39.99

Summer on Fat Pig Farm
Matthew Evans

Welcome to Summer on Fat Pig Farm, where the garden prospers, 
the berries ripen and the aroma of fresh herbs lingers in the air. 
Summer is the season of surplus, a time when the sun is high 
and the cooking is easy. Dig in to indulgent waffles with salty 
butterscotch pears. Enjoy a rustic farm meal of cider chicken 
or zucchini and buffalo mozzarella lasagne, while sipping white 
peach and mint sangria. Finish with vanilla-poached nectarines or 
raspberry cake drizzled with elderflower syrup. Gourmet farmer 
Matthew Evans (star of the long-running SBS TV show The Gourmet 
Farmer) showcases beautiful seasonal produce from his farm with a 
collection of fresh, simple and nourishing summer recipes. 

Murdoch Books, $39.99

CHRISTMAS IS ON ITS WAY! 

AT THE SOURCE BULK FOODS  

WE’VE GOT EVERY THING YOU  

NEED FOR ENTERTAINING  

THIS FESTIVE SEASON .

STOCK YOUR 
CHRISTMAS  
PANTRY

WWW.THESOURCEBULKFOODS.COM.AU

BY R O N  B AY  •  M U L L U M B I M BY 

 M I A M I  •  S O U T H P O R T  •  B U L I M B A  

W E ST  E N D  •  S P R I N G F I E L D
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Ask  Dr Aaron
YOU ASKED THE QUESTIONS, CHILD PSYCHOLOGIST 
DR AARON FROST GIVES YOU THE ANSWERS. EMAIL YOUR 
QUESTIONS TO EDITOR@HAVENMAGAZINE.COM.AU

Q What is the best way to emotionally prepare my child for 
Prep next year? Are there tactics I should be practising over 

the school holidays? I’m already getting nervous myself! 

A You hit the nail on the head with your final comment - you 
are getting nervous. The biggest thing that shapes children’s 

expectations is us. They are like little emotional mirrors and when 
they see that we are worried, they become worried. So actually 
the first thing I would say is to manage your own emotion. See 
positivity and excitement about this big transition and that will 
do more to prepare your child than any course you can sign up 
for. Remember, on day one they just need to know that you are 
proud of them, you are confident of them and you are there for 
them to celebrate their triumphs and to comfort them in their 
failures.

Q I’ve been secretly monitoring some direct messages 
between my tween and her friends on her Musical.ly app. 

The messages are innocent but the bigger issue is that my 
husband thinks I shouldn’t be “snooping” around. I totally 
disagree. While he sees my point of view sometimes, he also has 
me feeling a little guilty. Tell me who is right?

A You are both wrong, but for different reasons. You absolutely 
should not be reading the messages of your daughter. It 

is important that she has the ability to communicate with her 
friends and develop her personality for herself as well as her public 
persona without censoring herself. Imagine if everything you had 
said to your friends when you were 11 had to be screened through 
your parents’ common-sense filter? Having said that, I believe that 
more than ever, parents need to know every app that is installed 
on their children’s devices, what do they do and how they do 
it? Any app that connects kids to the wider world with other users 
needs to be monitored by parents. If you can’t control who talks to 
them, then delete the app. Children’s multi-user environments have 
become paedophile buffets and it doesn’t matter how innocent 
the app looks, you have to assume there is a very creepy person in 
there somewhere who has bad intentions.

Q How do I encourage my kids to keep their rooms clean? 
I’m not wanting their rooms to be like immaculate 

furniture showrooms, but none of my kids (aged 6, 8 and 10) 
picks up after themselves and their rooms are forever in a 
state of disarray. I want them to grow up to be organised and 
responsible adults but their rooms will tell you otherwise.

A This one is all about simple reward and punishment. If this is 
an important issue for you, then put some structures in place 

to support it. Firstly, provide rewards for doing the right thing, and 
punishment for not. In terms of punishment I would be thinking 
something along the lines of removal of privileges until the room 
is tidy. If you are consistent with this, you should see good results 
within a month or two

Dr Aaron Frost is a clinical psychologist and director of Benchmark 
Psychology at Mount Gravatt. Visit www.benchmarkpsychology.com.au

Your prescription for healthy skin solutions
www.skinmatters.net.au 07 5576 4066

STOP THE CLOCK!  
FRESH LOOKS THIS SUMMER 

If the race to the new year  
is taking its toll, get your glow 

back with Skin Matters.  
From anti-ageing to sun  
damage, our treatments  

combine the latest technology 
with expert practitioners to 

deliver real results.

SHINE ON THIS 
SUMMER WITH A 

FRESH LOOK  
YOU’LL LOVE.

SUMMER  
SPECIAL!  

AWAKEN YOUR TIRED 
EYES WITH OUR WRINKLE 
RELAXER EYE TREATMENT 

FOR $350  

BOOK TODAY!  

T&C’s Apply

Mama 
Memoirs
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Prepping for Prep  
Words: Moyra Major

Our 5 year old is starting Prep in 2017. It’s goodbye to wearing 
whatever he wants to kindy and hello to uniforms and matching 
socks. It’s “See ya” to running late in the morning and making it to 
kindy by morning tea, and hello to the school bell and late notes.

We welcome the stationery list and ‘Contacting’ all the new books 
- armed with a safety pin to get rid of air bubbles. We dream of 
healthy school lunches and not losing his hat.

He’s no longer going to be the biggest in the playground and will 
soon be the smallest in a sea of other kids. He’s embracing change 
and asks each week when his “new school” starts.

He had orientation and, sure it didn’t start well… He told the 
teacher and the rest of the class he was just going to sit back and 
watch instead of joining in on the group dance. Then he pulled his 
Woolworths collector cards out of his pocket and tried to start a 
trade.

He’s excited about his new teachers and made a connection with 
the Deputy Principal by drawing her the final scene of Ghostbusters 
during his interview. Our little boy is growing up!

Where did the time go? When did he become this mini-dude who 
likes putting gel in his hair and pretending he’s riding a hover-board, 
just like Marty McFly from Back to the Future. How is it we were 
waiting for his first word for months and now, we can’t wait for 
silence?

Why doesn’t he love holding my hand all the time anymore? 

Why does he tell me “That’s disgusting Mum, you’re rubbing your 
drool on me!!” when I do the mummy-clean on the milk moustache 
I’ve missed on the way out of the house. How did I end up falling 
down the list of exciting things - under Lego, movies, chocolate, 
McDonalds, Dory, salt-and-vinegar chips and funny videos that use 
the word “poop”. He passed his hearing test in the hospital but why, 
all of sudden, does he have selective hearing?

What I do know is that he’s growing into the most amazing, funny, 
strong and smart little person and I couldn’t be prouder… Time is 
flying and I’ve got to remember to enjoy the many firsts that are on 
their way. 

And I love the new school’s “Tea and Tissues” room that will be on 
standby for the first day at Prep. The rule is we’ve got to keep it 
together in front of the kids on the first day and then can happily 
lose our minds and cry like banshies in the other room. Will I make it? 
Only time will tell! 

昀爀漀洀 㔀⸀㌀　瀀洀Ⰰ 㜀 渀椀最栀琀猀 愀 眀攀攀欀⸀

Mama 
Memoirs

life
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HAVEN CONTRIBUTOR AND ARTIST EXTRAORDINAIRE MRS RED HAS PUT TOGETHER A BOREDOM-BUSTING COLOURING-IN SHEET 
ESPECIALLY FOR HAVEN READERS. KEEP THIS BUMPER EDITION OF HAVEN HANDY IN CASE YOU NEED TO PUT THIS PAGE UNDER THE NOSE OF 

A BORED CHILD AT SOME STAGE THESE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS!

Colour me happy
life
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life

Whether you’ve been away from work for seven 
days or seven years, the prospect of starting a new 
job or heading back to an old one can be daunting. 

Helping employees with the transition into a new 
role is all in a day’s work for Linda Callander. With 
24 years of experience behind her, Linda’s business, 
hirewell, is a total work solution helping connect job 
seekers and business. Under hirewell, Linda acts as 
a mentor/coach to empower job seekers (especially 
those women who are returning to work after a 
long stint of child rearing) to apply for new work, 
manage the minefield that is the selection process 
and then provide that helping hand to get them 
through the trying first few days in their new job. 

haven asked Linda to share her best tips for 
organisation, new ventures and the best steps to 
getting your dream job. Here’s what she had to 
say:

1Play to your strengths  If you’re on the hunt 
for a new job, think about what you love 

and what you’re good at. Don’t just wait for 
the advertisement – approach your dream job 
about entry-level positions or work experience 
opportunities. “Dreaming of becoming a vet? Spend 
your weekends volunteering at the RSPCA,” Linda 
says. “That kind of experience cannot be bought.”

2Work with your schedule  Talk to other 
mums and dads about more family-friendly 

workplaces. Retail, hospitality and tourism are good 
places to start as they can offer flexible work hours, 
as are call centre jobs. Just do your research, says 
Linda. 

3Polish your resume(s)  Ensure it looks 
professional and provide actual examples of 

your skills and experience to show you’re hard-
working and enthusiastic. Don’t forget to list 
charities or kindergarten fundraisers you’ve been 
involved in, for example. Consider having two 
resumes for different skill sets. 

4Make an impression  If you’re handing in 
resumes, ensure you are polite and clear 

about your reason for being there. This is the first 
part of the interview process, so dress and speak 
appropriately. “I know more than one story of 
candidates securing roles by being in the right place 
at the right time, looking the part and being happy 
to wait and interview on the spot,” Linda says. 

5Keep your chin up  “When you’re on the hunt 
for a job, it’s easy to get disheartened by the 

‘thanks but you were not successful this time’ 
emails,” says Linda. Get advice on your resume 
from someone you trust, or have an expert help 
you put it together. Most importantly, just take a 
deep breath and remember everyone gets a little 
nervous at interviews. 

6Consider all options  Write a list of all the things 
that need to be done before going back to 

work – from day-care to after school activities to an 
emergency care plan for sick days. What are your 
options for childcare? An au pair is a good option 
for after-school chores and evening routines, and 
sharing with other families can help with the cost.

7Have a settling-in period  Linda suggests a 
“settling-in” period before the first day back at 

work. “Heading off to work on your first day while 
dropping kids on their first day at a new day-care 
or school equals potential disaster,” she says. 

8Schedule, schedule, schedule  Stay in the 
swing of things with detailed planners and 

spend time preparing weekly meals on the 
weekends. But don’t sweat it if they have a 
sandwich for dinner and a night without a bath! 
“Take a deep breath and remember to share the 
love – 10 minutes of bedtime reading and cuddles 
at the end of a crazy day helps everyone re-focus. 
Do what works for you and try not to stretch 
yourself too thin.”

Visit www.hirewell.com.au

Your dream 
job awaits

Words: Anastasia White

A BRAND NEW YEAR IS JUST AROUND THE CORNER. ARE YOU PREPARING TO DIVE 
BACK INTO THE WORKFORCE AS YOU WAVE YOUR PREPPY CHILD GOODBYE AT THE 
SCHOOL GATE? IS 2017 YOUR TIME TO SHINE? HERE’S HOW.

REGISTER YOUR  
INTEREST FOR HIREWELL'S 

JOB READY WORKSHOP 
FOR TEENS AND PARENTS 

RETURNING TO WORK

(COMING 2017)

We’re a boutique collective of 
creative peeps with a passion 

for building brands. With 
specialist services to suit any 
business or brand, we’ve got 

you covered whether you’re just 
getting started or ready to take 
your business to the next level.  
Right message, right medium, 

right time? Right on. 

let ’s talk
HELLO@HAVENCREATIVE.COM.AU

WWW.HAVENCREATIVE.COM.AU 
WWW.HAVENMAGAZINE.COM.AU

LOGO DESIGN 
BRAND IDENTITY 
GRAPHIC DESIGN 

PACKAGING DESIGN   
PUBLICATION DESIGN 

SIGNAGE DESIGN 
SOCIAL MEDIA STATEGY 

SOCIAL MEDIA 
BRANDINGCOPYWRITING  

MARKETING STRATEGY 
PRESS ADVERTISING
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CAREER
TELL US ABOUT YOUR CURRENT ROLE? There’s no ‘normal’ day for me 
(which I love). I could be sent anywhere to cover breaking news. We also 
have a news helicopter, which is as fun as it sounds. Or I can be found in the 
studio, reading the news. 

WHAT’S YOUR EDUCATION AND CAREER BACKGROUND? I’ve wanted to 
be a journalist since I was six years old. I did work experience in newsrooms 
as soon as I could and worked hard to get the marks to study journalism at 
university. I worked for many years in radio in Sydney before moving across to 
television. I moved to Brisbane six years ago. 

WHO HAVE BEEN YOUR MENTORS ALONG THE WAY? I loved Jana Wendt 
and Rosemary Church from CNN. Closer to home, Jessica Rowe and Melissa 
Doyle have given me words of wisdom along the way.  

HOME
WHAT TIME DOES A TYPICAL DAY START FOR YOU? I normally get a 
briefing call where I’ll be assigned my story at 7.30am. Unless it’s a breaking 
story, I’ll go up to the newsroom after school drop-off at 9am. 

WHO DOES THE COOKING AND CLEANING AT YOUR HOUSE?  I’m lucky 
enough to have a nanny and a cleaner, but I share everything else 50/50 with 
my children’s father. I’m a big believer in cooking in bulk on weekends and 
freezing. Sometimes I’ll do 3kg of bolognese at a time! 

IF YOU HAVE 10 MINUTES TO YOURSELF, WHAT DO YOU LIKE TO DO?  
Take a hot bath with a cold glass of wine!

KIDS
WHAT DO YOU DO FOR CHILDCARE? Our nanny picks up the children from 
school every afternoon and takes them to activities and cooks them dinner. 
It’s expensive, but worth it. 

DO YOUR KIDS DO MANY EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES? We limit it to 
around three each. And it has to be something they’re passionate about, or 
it’s not worth the runaround for everyone. 

WHAT DO YOU DO FOR FUN AS A FAMILY? We love to watch movies 
together or snuggle in bed and read stories. 

FUN
WHERE IS YOUR FAVOURITE LOCAL PLACE TO VISIT? There is a Thai Foot 
Spa on James Street in Fortitude Valley that is a slice of paradise. An hour 
there is like floating on a cloud of happiness. 

HOW ABOUT FAVOURITE PLACE TO EAT OUT AS A FAMILY? My kids love 
Jamie’s Italian in Brisbane’s CBD. They really get into those little salads in a 
jar that you can shake-up with the dressing. It’s the only time I’ve seen them 
happily eat salad!

Mamas
that rock!
MEET KATRINA BLOWERS. SHE JUGGLES AN EXCITING ROLE AS SENIOR REPORTER/PRESENTER WITH 7 NEWS BRISBANE 
WHILE ALSO PLAYING MUM TO JED (6) AND ZAHRA (9). HOW DOES SHE DO IT WHILE REMAINING SANE (AND IMPECCABLY 
DRESSED?!). HERE’S HOW…
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GIRL STUFF
WHERE DO YOU HEAD TO WHEN YOU GET TIME FOR A GIRLS’ NIGHT 
OUT? We love going out to dinner and trying the latest places. Our tried-and-
true favourites are Gerard’s Bistro and Les Bubbles. 

WHAT IS YOUR BEST BEAUTY TIP FOR MUMS? Get your make-up done 
before a date night or a special event. Most places will do it for free if you 
purchase a product. It will make you feel a million bucks. Noone can do false 
lashes like a professional!

FAVOURITE PLACE TO SHOP (LOCALLY AND ONLINE)? I love Calexico on 
James Street - they always have amazing sales. Online, The Outnet can’t be 
beaten for discounted designer fashion. Shoes – including Sophia Webster 
and Alexander Wang – are always heavily reduced. 

TIPS
MUST-HAVE PARENTING TIP OR TOOL? A lovely glass of wine always 
makes kiddies dinner/bathtime seem so much more civilised. For you, not 
them, obviously!

CAN YOU SHARE ANY TIPS ON FINDING THE RIGHT WORK/LIFE 
BALANCE? Outsource as much as possible! And don’t beat yourself up when 
it goes to custard. Kids don’t need perfection, all they need is love. 

HOW DO YOU STAY MOTIVATED IN YOUR CAREER? 
I’m lucky that I still very much love what I do. My job has exceeded the very 
high expectations I had for it. I get to meet amazing people every day and I’m 
privileged to tell their stories. You can’t beat that. 

life

STAFFING AND HR ADVICE  l  RECRUITMENT 
BUSINESS HEALTH CHECKS  l  RESUME WRITING 

EMPLOYMENT TIPS   l  CAREER COACHING

MAKING LIFE EASIER FOR 

CONTACT US ON 0412 506 197
linda@hirewell.com.au   l  www.hirewell.com.au

SMALL BUSINESSES AND JOB HUNTERS

GET JOB READY WITH PRACTICAL 
WORKSHOPS FOR TEENS (AND FOR 
MUMS RETURNING TO WORK TOO!)

hirewell.australia

$99* 
RESUME 
REVIEW

*T&C’s apply
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Private tuition is something many parents 
consider, but it can be a costly add-on to the 
educational experience. Regardless of cost, there 
is high demand for tutors around the globe, as 
parents want to give their kids everything they 
can to help them succeed. Tutors can help break 
down complex concepts, help kids gain confidence 
in their academic ability and teach kids skills to 
enhance their studies. 

An interesting statistic has emerged in recent 
years around tuition. When once tuition was 
regarded as a necessity for high school students, 
they are no longer the biggest consumers of 
private tutoring. Young children, some as young 
as four, now occupy the biggest marketshare of 
one-on-one private tuition.

Progressive Home Tutors’ Gary Sudran has been 
working in private tuition for 26 years. He says 
that back when he started, 60 per cent of his 
clients were high school students and 40 per 
cent were in primary school but that stat has 
completely reversed. 

“There’s been a massive increase in the number 
of children between the ages of 4 and 10 coming 
to us for weekly tutoring in the past decade,” 
Gary says. “It’s a combination of anxious parents, 
homework wars and the speed with which the 
school curriculum is now being taught in schools 
which is faster than ever.

“Early childhood teachers are also more likely 
to highlight to parents their child’s learning 
difficulties and recommend seeking additional 
tuition so their child doesn’t get left behind in the 
classroom.”

Gary says it’s not just children who are struggling 
with reading, writing, and maths who benefit from 
private tuition, it’s also children who excel and 
require outside tutoring to help them get further 
ahead to reduce the risk of boredom.

“Some parents are even opting to have their child 
tutored to improve their chances of getting into 
selective and private schools by Year 3,” Gary 
says. 

The growing demand for one-on-one academic 
tuition is reflected in the growing number of 
tutoring companies opening their doors in 
the past decade – a figure Gary believes has 
quadrupled over time. Market research firm Global 
Industry Analysts predicts the global private 
tutoring market will surpass $103 billion by 2018.

A Brisbane mother of two teenage girls, Fiona 
says private tutoring has greatly benefited both of 
her daughters and believes it’s the relationship the 
students form with their tutor that benefits their 
learning the most. 

“The most important thing is the tutor,” Fiona 
says. “If the kids connect with the tutor it’ll be 
their best subject. A tutor can make them look at 
the subject in a different way.” 

While general tuition is not for everyone, it can 
still provide value for kids who need it. Specialised 
tuition, such as music tutoring is more vital when 
students are looking to learn an instrument. 
Charlotte Ashcroft from Ashcroft Music Centre 
has been tutoring for more than five years and 
believes private tuition makes a huge difference 
for kids in specialist subjects.  

“Private tutoring is beneficial in all subjects, but is 
crucial in specialised areas such as instrumental 
music,” says Charlotte. “Private tuition allows for 
teachers to tailor their lessons individually for each 
students’ needs and learning styles.”

If you can’t afford a private tutor, don’t fret. 
Kids can benefit from study groups where they 
tutor each other. Peer tutoring is one of the best 
study techniques for students at any level and it’s 
completely free. 

To tutor or not to tutor  
IS YOUR SCHOOL-AGED CHILD GETTING ENOUGH OUT OF THEIR 
9AM-3PM OR IS IT TIME TO CALL IN A TUTOR IN 2017?

Join us online www.havenmagazine.com.au to 
register for haven's e-hub newsletter (it's FREE!)

FEATURES - WHAT'S ON - LIFE SKILLS   
FOOD - FASHION - BUSINESS   

LIFESTYLE  - GIVEAWAYS AND MORE!

Get social @ haven hub

Get your weekly 
dose of haven

Words: Nicholas Grech 

Five signs your 
child could 
benefit from a 
tutor

1 Homework wars: When trying to 
help your child with their homework 
becomes a battle zone and they’re 

increasingly frustrated that they don’t 
understand the work in front of them 
and refuse to listen to you.

2 Self confidence: If your child 
is losing self confidence in a 
particular subject because they 

find it difficult, it will soon affect the 
subjects they are good at as well.

3 Behavioural issues: Children who 
have trouble understanding work 
often act out in the classroom so 

they’re known as the class clown rather 
than as having learning difficulties.

4 Low grades: It’s the obvious 
indicator. 

5 Talented and gifted: Children who 
are highly intelligent often enjoy 
further academic stimulation that 

challenges them outside the classroom.

life
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15 months to School age.
Before/after School and  
Vacation care available.
Degree Qualified Kindergarten Teachers.
Kindergarten approved program Qualified Educators.
Free bus service - pick up and drop off from home. 
Meals and Nappies supplied.
Music lessons twice a week.
Yoga classes / Physikids / Spanish Lessons.

ENROL NOW  
& receive a FREE  

$50 FUEL VOUCHER  
(conditions apply)

Cubby Care Tarragindi is focused on 
developing your child’s learning through 
enhanced Early Start Programs offered 

FREE to all Children.

ENQUIRE NOW
07 3848 6938
43 Pope Street  
Tarragindi Qld 4121

e: tarragindi@cubbycare.com.au
w: www.cubbycare.com.au
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We curse it, we thank it, but we know we’ll never 
ditch it. We’ve watched as our kids string full 
sentences together at the touch of a few buttons, 
and have been grateful for its intuition as we 
frantically tap out messages at the speed of light. 
But as handy as autocorrect can be, there’s a 
growing consensus that it’s having an impact 
on our literacy skills and the reading and writing 
habits of our kids. 

A study by Professor Dennis Galletta in 2005 
found that over-confident writers made more 
errors whilst editing a document with spell 
checker on than when the function was not used. 
But he concludes it’s more an issue of laziness 
than lack of intelligence. 

“I think the only thing that we can really  
say is that they just ignored the errors,” Professor 
Galletta says. “If they had looked at them, they 
would have corrected them. We believe it’s the 
laziness or the overconfidence in the software.” 

But a 2008 study suggests that kids these days 

aren’t as smart as they used to be. Comparing 
IQs from 1980 and 2008, Professor James Flynn 
found that the average millennial 14-year-old 
had an IQ two points lower than the average 
14-year-old in 1980. He attributes this decrease 
to technology, saying “youth culture is now 
more visually orientated around computer games 
than they are in terms of reading and holding 
conversations”.

Naturally, the digital revolution – with all its 
shortcuts and superpowers – has had an impact 
on our daily habits. But is there a difference 
between skilled adaptation and straight-up 
laziness? We think there’s no harm in honing 
new skills while maintaining old ones. Turning off 
autocorrect is not such a silly idea. It encourages 
you to use your brain again and helps kids build 
those all-important literacy skills while they play 
with their favourite apps. 

And don’t forget the power of reading and writing 
in play. Taking time out of your day to read to 

your children and have them read to you can 
make all the difference. Investing in some rainbow 
felt pens will also sharpen your kids’ fine motor 
skills needed to write and draw. Make it a game 
by writing and illustrating stories or doing a word 
scavenger hunt around the house. And don’t 
underestimate the power of family spelling bees 
in the car. 

Technology may be making us lazy, but there’s 
no need to shy away from it. Combat intellectual 
laziness with some of the great apps that are 
available. Your child is more likely to learn how 
to spell ‘apple’ with Curious George than in a 
homework book, and sounds and colours can help 
conquer kids’ generally shorter attention spans. 

Damn you, autocorrect!
Words: Anastasia White

OH MY GIDDY AUNT CREATES BEAUTIFUL 
KEEPSAKES AND CUSTOM MADE JEWELLERY 

TO TELL THE STORIES OF YOUR LIFE. 
Original Australian Made designs, along with traditional favourites 

for every Mother, Child and Giddy Aunt’s special occasion.

Visit www.giddyaunt.com.au  
now to choose your lifetime jewellery

Order online to make a special occasion extra-special or contact 
your Giddy Aunts for ideas and suggestions (they love to help!)

ohmygiddyaunt      ohmy_giddy_aunt

Make it Memorable
ONLINE  

SINCE 2003

DO YOU LOVE OR LOATHE AUTOCORRECT? YOU MIGHT GET A GIGGLE OUT OF 
AN INCORRECT (AND ACCIDENTALLY INAPPROPRIATE) SMS FROM A FRIEND, 
BUT THERE’S ALSO SUGGESTION THAT THE AUTOCORRECT FUNCTION, AND 
TECHNOLOGY IN GENERAL, COULD BE HOLDING BACK OUR KIDS.

life
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SCHOOL HOLIDAYS ARE HERE WHICH 
MEANS IT’S ONLY A HOP, SKIP AND 
A JUMP UNTIL THE 2017 INTAKE OF 
EXCITED PREPPIES WAVE THEIR MUMS 
GOODBYE AT THE SCHOOL GATE. IS 
YOUR FAMILY READY?
It’s a scary thought, sending our littlies off into the 
big world (or schoolyard) with little more than a 
shiny new lunchbox and oversized hat. Days spent 
cruising in shopping trolleys and napping to the 
melodic voices of Playschool will soon be replaced 
with reading, writing and new routines, begging 
the question: are they ready?

The teaching crew at King’s Christian College 
understand the stress of starting Prep and 
the apprehension all parents feel about school 
readiness. Their goal is to team up with parents to 
give every King’s kid the best start. 

“Our aim is to complement the role of parents 
by providing a school environment that is safe, 
considerate and encouraging,” says Principal 
Rees Davis. “It is our experience that when this is 
achieved, success will automatically follow.” 

King’s Christian College has compiled a handy list 
of  ‘30 things your child needs to know before 

starting Prep’ to help prepare your child – and 
yourself! – for the next big step. They recommend 
working on these skills in fun and creative ways to 
make sure your little one feels ready; easing your 
anxiety and ensuring your child gets the most out 
of prep. Hurrah!

Literacy skills
• Can they follow two-part directions?

• Do they speak clearly – are they understood by 
others and able to ask for help?

• Do they listen with understanding?

• Do they use language to ask questions and 
communicate their thoughts and ideas?

• Do they show interest in stories and enjoys being 
read to? It’s of utmost importance to encourage 
them to read. While pre-schoolers won’t actually 
be reading, they pretend to and memorise or 
repeat words they have heard and read. Use 
these school holidays to get reading.

• Does your child use scribbles, shapes or pictures 
to write words or ideas?

• Can they take on pretend roles? Having them 
‘help’ with cooking and shopping will also help 
with problem solving.

Social skills/self care
• Can they participate in group activities?
• Do they take turns and share?
•  Do they play well with others, and alone?
• Can they toilet and dress themselves – despite 

their fashion sense!
• Are they persistent and can finish tasks?
• Do they express emotions and deal with conflict 

appropriately?
• Do they understand and follow most rules?
• Can they separate from parents or primary 

carers?
• Encourage them to look after their own 

belongings – teach them to unpack their lunch 
box, carry their own bag and use and refill a drink 
bottle. 

• Do they show natural curiosity and interest in 
learning new things?

Numeracy skills
• Can they sort according to colour, size and 

shape?
• Can they make simple patterns?
• Can they identify shapes?
• Do they know their colours?
• Can they count objects? Make it a game.

Fine and gross  
motor skills
• Can they balance on one foot?
• Can they climb?
• Can they complete a puzzle?
• Can they hold scissors correctly? Give them 

opportunities to cut out magazines or shapes 
(with blunt scissors, of course) over the holidays

• Can they write their first name (upper case for 
the first letter and lower case for the remaining 
letters)?

• Can they copy vertical lines, horizontal lines, 
circles, crosses, squares, triangles?

• Can they catch a ball? Put down the iPad and 
toss a ball outside these holidays.

• Can they stack blocks

Visit www.kingscollege.qld.edu.au

Words: Anastasia White

Ready, Prep, go!

life
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YOUR CHILD’S FIRST FIVE YEARS ARE THE MOST INFLUENTIAL 
FOR LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT. THIS IS WHEN THEIR 
BRAIN DEVELOPS FASTER THAN EVER AND WHEN THE 
FOUNDATIONS FOR ONGOING LEARNING ARE LAID. HOW CAN 
YOU MAKE THE MOST OF THIS PRECIOUS OPPORTUNITY? 
The curiosity and recognition shown by a baby. The self-esteem 
and bold claim of ‘I can do it’ by a brave toddler. The care for others 
and independence displayed by a pre-schooler. These are amazing 
moments and they don’t always happen at home. Increasingly, childcare 
centres and the educators who work there, are becoming part of the 
average Australian family ‘village’. They have a vital role to play and an 
opportunity to support your goals for your child. 

Renowned childhood educator Anne Stonehouse AM, who has 
been instrumental in developing the Australian Early Years Learning 
Framework, says much of the learning in the first two years (of a child’s 
life) is subtle and easily overlooked/misinterpreted unless you know 
what you are looking for. The Australian Children’s Education and Care 
Quality Authority (ACECQA), the governing body of early childhood in 
Australia, identifies the key times when new learning evolves. They 
start within the first four months of life, when a baby starts to make 
connections with the people around them. By your child’s first birthday, 
he or she is already problem solving, investigating and experimenting, 
and by two years old they should have learned to listen, concentrate and 
play. The crucial pre-school years are a time when they form their ‘view’ 
of the world - questioning, remembering, imagining and understanding. 

While many traditional childcare models focus on safety, comfort and 
play, a new approach to early education goes a step further, identifying 
learning milestones which can be achieved from birth to five years old. 
The Lifelong Learning Program, which is now available in childcare 
centres throughout Australia, is a play-based learning model focused 
on encouraging children to learn and setting them up to identify and 
make positive choices throughout life. Inspired by evidence from the 
internationally renowned ‘Dunedin Study’, which has followed and 
developed research based on the lives of 1037 people from birth in 
the 1970s through to the present day, the Lifelong Learning Program 
captures opportunities presented by a child’s fast-growing brain and 
willingness to learn during their first five years.

The expected outcomes from those more-than 70 Queensland childcare 
centres running Lifelong Learning Programs include children who have 
been taught to be effective communicators, have a strong sense of 
identify and wellbeing, and who are connected confidently with their 
world.

Visit www.lll.edu.au

Lifelong 
learning

Back to it
WHETHER YOU’RE HEADED BACK TO WORK AND/OR THE KIDS ARE 

HEADED BACK TO SCHOOL, THE KEY TO CONQUERING JANUARY 
2017 IS ORGANISATION AND PLANNING. HERE ARE SOME IDEAS 
TO HELP YOU ALONG THE WAY AND (HINT, HINT) MAKE GREAT 

CHRISTMAS GIFTS #TWOBIRDSONESTONE

kikki.K leather personal 
planner in pink lavender. Use 
it to manage your schedule, 
priorities, notes and ideas. 

Medium $74.95, large $89.95, 
www.kikki-k.com

kikki.K leather time planner. 
Use it to manage your time 

and keep track of personal and 
professional projects. Small 

$44.95, medium $69.95, large 
$84.95, www.kikki-k.com

Bored of takeaway? This recipe book helps you reclaim 
your workday lunch by showing you how to make 

simple and healthy meals in your office kitchen - all 
with just a jug, microwave and toaster.  

Published by Quarto UK, $24.99

Yumbox Panino bento-style lunchbox 
with four leak-proof compartments. 
Yumbox Original offers six compart-
ments. Five brand new colours have 

just been released in Australia. $39.95, 
www.minihippo.com.au

Drink in the Box eco-friendly, 
reusable drink container. Leak 
and squirt-proof design. Add 
fresh fruit to plain water for a 

treat. Initially available in a 240ml 
bottle in four colours with a larger 
range (including Snack in the Box) 

available early in 2017, $16,  
www.minihippo.com.au

So Young large, insulated and 
machine-washable cooler bag, 
$44.95, www.minihippo.com.au

The Source Bulk Foods ‘PlanetBox’ lunch box kit 
including magnet decorations and carry bag, 

$110, www.thesourcebulkfoods.com.au

life
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Play 
time

GIVING THE GIFT OF TOYS AT CHRISTMAS IS ALSO GIVING A 
CHILD THE GIFT OF CREATIVE PLAY. WHEN CHOOSING THAT 
GIFT, GO FOR HIGH QUALITY, WELL-PRICED ITEMS FROM A 
RETAILER WHO'S BEEN MAKING KID CHRISTMASES COME 

TRUE FOR MANY YEARS - LIMETREE KIDS.
4/38 Kendor St, Arundel

www.limetreekids.com.au 

Sunny Life inflatable flamingo 
rose gold $99.95

Le Toy Van- Cherry Tree Hall 
$359.95

Make Me Iconic - Ute $89.95

Le Toy Van Honeybake 
Mixer Set $59.95

Le Toy Van-Barbarossa 
Pirate Ship $89.95

Indigo Jamm- Jamm 
Scoots -Racing Red 

$149.95

Make me 
Iconic 
Bickies 
$34.95

Miniland Dolls $58.95 each

Sequin fairy bread 
purse $16.95

Tiger Tribe-Magnificent 
World of ABC {Animals} 

$39.95

Visit Lime Tree Kids 44/38 Kendor St, Arundel
www.limetreekids.com.au 
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Looking to give your home a quick refresh  
before all your visitors arrive this Christmas? 
Looking to make your home a haven of lounging 
on those long summer holiday afternoons which 
aren’t too far away? Or maybe it’s even about 
keeping the kids comfy while they enjoy home 
hangs over their six-weeks’ break? Whatever your 
motive, throw some new cushions into the mix  
this summer.

Cushions are undoubtedly king when it comes 
to jazzing up your home on a budget. They add 
personality, glamour, fun and/or style depending 
on your choice. Kylie Foy of Gold Coast-based 
The Coastal Cushion Company says the Hamptons 
theme has always been popular in her online store, 
as has her Tropical range – especially at this time 
of the year. Kylie’s Top 3 cushion cover designs 
include Santorini Blue (coastal blue geometric 
pattern on linen, $24), Beverley Hills Beach 
(banana leaves print, on linen $25) and Raffles 
(statement black palm tree on linen, $26).

“In saying that, there is a good cross mix of 
sales across the Coastal, Tropical, Hamptons and 
Nautical themes,” she says. “That’s what I love – 
providing such a variety of options for customers 
and letting them have fun with it.”

And she’s not kidding on variety. If an on-trend 
tropical leaf design sounds too plain, maybe it’s a 
flamingo, macaw parrot, blue whale or bold Bondi 
crab that’ll inject a smile into your home. Or one 
of dozens of pineapple designs. Or a gorgeous 
geometric pattern. With prices starting at $15 for 
standard-sized linen covers with zip closure, you 
can’t go wrong this summer.

If you’re more so a floor lounger, fellow Gold Coast 
brand Weave and Willow stocks organic floor 
cushions made with all natural and organic textiles.

“We’re passionate about offering a natural and 
ethical alternative for the modern, fashionable 
and eco-conscious,” Weave and Willow’s Michelle 
and Jess say. “We love spreading the word about 
conscious parenting and conscious purchasing and 
we want to motivate other families to think about 
every little step that goes into creating a product 
- and the impacts on the environment, ourselves 
and the makers.”

According to the girls, Willow and Weave floor 
cushions (at 90cm x 90cm, $189.95 – cover only) 
are the perfect addition to any family home and 
cater to babies, toddlers, teens and, of course, 
parents.

“Newborns love to lay on them and have a play 
or - if you’re lucky - a little snooze! For parents, 
floor cushions are perfect for story time with 
your toddlers. Teenagers love them to read, study 
and watch movies on and, as for parents, they 
are a perfect place to have a cup of tea, read a 
magazine and watch TV. 

“Because our cushions are made from all natural 
textiles, they are hypoallergenic and contain no 
nasties so are perfectly safe and environmentally 
friendly for those eco-conscious families.”

And when it comes to uber-style on the GC, Kira 
& Kira’s cushions are always right at the top of 
the list. To step outside the box, literally, why not 
chose round cushions instead of standard squares? 
Kira & Kira’s range of roundies (various designs, 
from $89) will have your lounge or occasional chair 
screaming ‘Look at me!”. You can also pick up 
fantastic oversized floor cushions from the Kira & 
Kira Miami store while you’re at it.

Visit www.thecoastalcushioncompany.com 
Visit www.weaveandwillow.com.au 
Visit www.kiraandkira.com.au

Lean on me
Words: Belinda Glindemann

THE EASIEST, MOST COST-EFFECTIVE WAY TO INJECT A BIT OF NEWNESS INTO 
YOUR SUMMER HOME INTERIORS SCHEME IS VIA FRESH, NEW CUSHIONS.

life

Above left, Kira & Kira roundies. Above, Weave 
and Willow floor cushions. Below, fun summer 
options from The Coastal Cushion Company. 
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Words: Carla Adams

It’s true what they say - Byron Bay has changed. 
There are parking meters for one thing, but it’s 
the huge volume of tourists that make the biggest 
dent on the once addictive ‘Byron vibe’. And yet, 
it’s still Byron and there’s still magic to be found, if 
you can only manage your pram, puppy and nappy 
bag on the crowded streets! Here is my Top 5 list 
of ways to enjoy Byron Bay with your family this 
summer break:

1 STAY OUT OF TOWN 
We’re calling it: the newly re-developed BIG4 
Byron Holiday Park is the place to stay for 

families. Catering for happy campers through to 
hip coffee connoisseurs, the park offers lovely 
sites for tents or caravans and even lovelier family 
cabins and villas. The two-bedroom ‘Premium 
Villas’ were our hot pick as an ideal home away 
from home (separate laundry with washer AND 
dryer and undercover parking? Yes please!). And 
best of all, it’s ‘small dog’ friendly – just check 
your breed is permitted before booking. The dog-
friendly cabins are gorgeous and clean for a true 
family holiday - pooch in tow.

The onsite café ‘Spoke’ does mean burgers 
including a pork belly combination I’ll be going 
back for. It’s an ambient chill-out spot with 
blankets on the lawn so people can relax, eat 
and enjoy the great coffee. With direct access 
through Tallow Creek water reserve to the dog-
friendly Tallows Beach (practically deserted in 
comparison to Byron’s Main Beach), a bright clean 
on-site swimming pool, playground where all the 
kids in the park converge around dinner time for 
impromptu games of ‘Chasey’ and a coop of lovely 
chickens providing fresh eggs for purchase by 
guests, BIG4 Byron Holiday Park really lives up to 
its promises. 

5-37 Broken Head Road, Byron Bay NSW 2481. 
Phone 02 6685 6751

Visit www.byronholidayspark.com.au 

2 WALK OR BIKE IT  
About that paid parking in Byron Bay’s main 
streets - at an average of $3 per hour, it’s 

really not going to break the holiday budget, but 
there is a 4-hour limit to many parks, with a few 
exceptions (try the Middleton Street carpark for 
unlimited metered parking).

As you’re in holiday mode however, why not 
make the most of Byron’s beautiful bike paths and 
pram-friendly footpaths to take you in, out and 
around town, (or buses if it all goes pear shaped). 
It’s a great way to be ‘Byron-friendly’. Ensure each 

member of the family has a backpack with the 
essentials - snacks, water, sunscreen - and let the 
road take you where you want to go. It’s a great 
way to holiday on ‘Bryon Time’.

3 PLAN YOUR MEALS 
On average, we found it difficult to feed a 
family of four for less than $60 per meal in 

Byron Bay. Burgers average $12-$18, smoothies 
are hitting the $8.50 mark, and even fish and 
chips at the landmark ‘Fishmongers’ are by no 
means a cheap meal. There are some good stores 
(even Aldi!) and lots of little healthy grocery-style 
outlets so bring your food with you or do a family 
food shop when you get there. Just ensure your 
accommodation allows you to self-cater and warn 
the kids in advance – one treat per day, and the 
rest of the meals as mum offers up! While you can 
be uber-organised, of course you will eat out. Here 
are some of our top spots:

HEALTHY AND DELICIOUS VEGETARIAN:
• The Cardamom Pod: 8/7 Lawson St
• Heart and Halo: Shop 4/14 Middleton Street
• Combi: Shop 5b/21-25 Fletcher St

FROZEN TREATS
• Bella Rosa gelataria and espresso bar:  

11 Jonson Street
• In the Pink: 20A Jonson Street (and served at the 

Byron Lighthouse)
• Goodies Juice Bar: 20 Jonson Street

INTERNATIONAL YUMMINESS
• Traditional Thai: 2 Fletcher Street
• Miss Margharita: 2 Jonson Street
• Legend Pizza: 90-96 Johnson St

4 CHOOSE YOUR DAYS/TIMES 
No matter what’s on your ‘must-do’ list for 
Byron, you won’t be enjoying it alone - not 

this summer, sorry! However some times are still 
less busy than others. If you can get up before 
the birds to experience the Cape Byron walk at 
sunrise you may miss some of the crowds which 
peak around sunset. And understandably so. 
This incredible walk to the tip of Australia’s most 
Easterly point is pram-friendly and that view will 
never be too crowded for me.

The Farm at Byron Bay is busy almost all day 
every day thanks to the popularity of its bakery, 
coffee, restaurant and animals, but the staff are 
efficient so don’t let the long queues put you off. 
Their Portuguese custard tarts and cinnamon 
donuts are so worth the wait. The Farm is also 
dog-friendly, as long as your four-footed one is 

kept on a leash. You can literally spend a whole 
day here if you choose, wandering around at 
leisure, playing frisbee on ‘the green’, and drinking 
more chai lattes. Book a Farm Kids tour with Trudy 
in advance and let your little ones learn about 
organic farming, making butter, keeping bees or 
other essential eco-life skills. 

5 MAKE TIME TO CHILL OUT 
Yes, there’s plenty to do and see. But this 
is Byron. It will all wait for you. So schedule 

‘chill time’ into every day - a late afternoon snooze 
at the beach as the temperature cools down, a 
cosy snuggle morning at your accommodation 
with a book or movie, or a morning by the pool. 
Make a little thing, like an afternoon sorbet a real 
occasion you and the family savour. That way, 
you’ll re-connect with your family and leave Byron 
feeling like you just had a real holiday. 

www.visitbyronbay.com 

survive Byron BAY
this summer
WHILE SOME OF OUR HAVEN READERS ARE LUCKY TO CALL BYRON BAY HOME, FOR 
MANY OF US, BYRON IS THAT DELIGHTFUL DAY TRIP OR HOLIDAY SPOT, DOWN THE 
M1 AND LEFT INTO EWINGSDALE ROAD. WHILE THE SUMMER HOLIDAYS WILL MEAN 
THERE ARE MORE PEOPLE THERE THAN EVER, DON’T LET THAT DISSUADE YOU. 

life
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BYRON BAY IS A TOURIST MECCA - 
THERE’S NO DOUBT ABOUT IT. ON 
YOUR NEXT DAY TRIP THOUGH, YOU 
SHOULD TAKE AN ADVENTURE VIA FOOT 
– THERE’S EVEN MORE TO SEE!
What better way to spend a summer’s day than 
exploring the Australian bushland on foot? Byron 
Bay offers a variety of walking trails perfect 
for families and is the perfect family day trip 
destination these holidays.

New South Wales National Parks and Wildlife 
Service’s Discovery coordinator Lee Middleton 
grew up in the Byron Bay area and has worked 
in National Parks for more than 20 years. She 
believes the local bushwalks are definitely a great 
family activity for all ages. 

Lee says one of the most popular bushwalks is 
the Cape Byron Walking Track - a 3.7km loop 
from Captain Cook Lookout and back again. The 
track offers spectacular coastal views as it travels 
across numerous paths including the boardwalk, 
rainforest, beach, grassland and even the 
clifftops that lead up to the famous Cape Bryon 
lighthouse. 

“The walk can be done in stages to help families 
with young children enjoy the journey as they 
explore the wonders of Byron Bay,” Lee says. 
“I suggest walking early in the day or later in 
the afternoon when it is cooler, particularly in 
summer. It is also less busy and you’re also less 
likely to work up a sweat.”

Byron Bay is home to an array of wildlife on land, 
sea and in the air, including turtles, dolphins, 
kangaroos, birds, whales and much more. For 
those thinking of exploring the lush bushland of 
Byron, Lee recommends coming prepared with 
the bushwalking essentials. 

“It is important to bring a water bottle, a hat and 
enough sunscreen to last the day. Binoculars 
can also come in handy, especially for the kids, 
because at times you’re 100 metres above sea 
level and you may need them to see the sea life 
that inhabits the area,” Lee says. 

The Cape Byron Walking Track can take between 
two and three hours to explore, especially if you 

plan on admiring the animals you meet along the 
way. You should definitely put some additional 
time aside for the lighthouse precinct. Built in 
1901, the lighthouse now houses a café, visitor’s 
centre, souvenir shop and museum. 

When you’ve finished your bushwalk it might 
be time to head to the beach for a swim or find 
somewhere shady to relax and cool down before 
trekking home.

Visit www.nationalparks.nsw.gov.au

Bushwalking 
bliss

Byron bay 
bushwalking 
checklist 
• Appropriate shoes and clothing

• Water, water and more water

• A wide-brimmed hat  

• Enough sunscreen to last the day 

• A pair of binoculars to get a closer look 
at the wildlife 

• A fully charged mobile phone or 
camera to capture your memories

Words: Nicholas Grech 

life
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WHETHER YOU’RE A GOLD COAST LOCAL OR VISITING THE 
GLITTER STRIP FROM EITHER END OF THE M1, THERE’S ONE 
ICONIC VENUE THAT NEVER GETS OLD.

OK, I’m going to admit it from the start - it’s been years since I’ve been to a 
Dracula’s show. I know, I know. I’m a Gold Coast local and I should know better. 
Don’t get me wrong – I’ve done loads of Drax for Kids birthday parties there 
regularly over that time, but it had been about five years since I last went and 
experienced the tongue-in-cheek laughs of the adult stage show – until this 
week.

With the brand new show “RetroVampt – A 1970s inspired Fangfest” on the 
cards, hubby and I and our mates decided a double date was in order and what 
a night it was! This is a venue that needs no introduction. After decades of 
success, the Norman Entertainment Group has got the Dracula’s theming and 
branding down pat. As soon as we drove into the carpark, we were met by your 
typically lewd and crude Dracula’s character directing traffic – and with laughs 
already echoing from the back seat of our car, the tone was well and truly set 
for the night’s festivities.

Dracula’s describes RetroVampt as “sexy, hairy and set to expand your mind, 
groove your soul and chill your spine with cool vibes, belly laughs and was too 
much technicoloured polyester”. It’s a fast-paced, wild ride presented in three 
separate acts punctuated by acrobatic dance, mime, puppetry and mind-
bending staging all set to a funky 1970s song list.

As a child of the 70s myself, the theme of the new show was bound to bring 
back memories – and it sure did. I was singing along to Stairway to Heaven and 
instantly transported back to high school. What a blast from the past! The acts 
were impressive, the music was spot-on, the jokes were really funny (there 
were honestly so many #LOL moments!) and there was even a sprinkling of 
debauchery to really spice up the audience.

Dracula’s is that venue where you can really let your naughty side out while 
having fun with friends. And while the show itself is worth the ticket price alone, 
don’t forget that you get a ride on the Ghost Train and a yummo three-course 
meal included. 

What our night at Dracula’s reiterated to us was that we need to put the venue 
in our diaries more often. With a brand new stage show presented regularly, 
there’s no reason not to keep going back for more. We sure will be.

GROUPS WELCOME 

There are now discounted rates available on Friday nights for groups of 12 or 
more. Pay just $97 per person for a spot in the Cabaret section. Your ticket 
price includes the Ghost Train ride, three-course meal and live show.

Visit www.draculas.com.au

Seventies 
heaven
Words: Keeley O’Connor

life
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Solid 
gold

THE FIRST ZARA HOME STORE IN QUEENSLAND 
WAS OPENED AT PACIFIC FAIR SHOPPING 

CENTRE RECENTLY AND OOZES ALL THINGS 
CHRISTMAS TABLEWARE STYLE.

What’s the one thing you associate most with Christmas? Is 
it presents? Is it quality time with friends and family? Or is it 
those amazing food comas that are generally acceptable at this 
time of the year?

The one thing that screams ‘Christmas meal’ over any other 
normal meal is a well-presented table. You go to loads of 
trouble preparing ah-mazing food to share with your favourites 
so don’t serve it up on chipped, cracked, mismatched 
tableware or even (gasp!) paper or plastic plates.

Zara Home’s first ever Queensland store opened at Pacific 
Fair Shopping Centre recently and offers stylish and affordable 
options for jazzing up that Christmas table. It’s 400sqm of eye 
candy – plain and simple. For Christmas this year, Zara Home’s 
tableware in gold and white is a simple, yet elegant, colour 
scheme that is quite do-able in most Queensland homes. It’s 
as easy as adding touches of gold Christmas cheer to your 
standard white setting. 

Layering is also the key to an opulent Christmas table. Start 
with a fresh plain white tablecloth or splurge on a new one 
from Zara Home with gold embellishments. Then add glorious 
gold Zara Home placemats, your white crockery, some on-
trend gold cutlery, gold-edged glassware and a selection of 
sparkling table decorations (think gold candles, even blonde-
wood ornaments from your tree). There you have it - the 
perfect setting for your December 25 food coma! 

Visit www.zarahome.com 

life
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Growing up. Wow, what does this mean? How 
do we know when we are there? We tell our 
children to ‘grow up’ when they do something 
we consider isn’t correct. We’ve all heard the 
saying, ‘We come out of the womb perfect 
and then get moulded to what others think 
we need to be’. We are fully influenced by 
everyone around us, those who raise us, teach 
us and those who we work with. We meet 
our partner, fall in love, get married or live 
together and life changes. So, how do we grow 
within our relationship? Or, do we stay the 
same, unchanged with the same thinking we 
had at 21, 29, 37 - whenever we started the 
relationship? How do we know when to ‘grow 
up’. What does growing up really mean?

Life is a journey. Life is doing our best with 
what we have. Life is like a book - each chapter 
is different. The chapters maybe children, 
working, building a house, buying a business, 
starting a business, the death of a child/partner 
or moving countries. Life is life - full of fun, 
laughter, challenge, sadness, struggle, joy and 
change. How we choose to show up in our 
relationship will support our enjoyment level 
for our life. This might seem simple and easy, 
however many of us have difficulty in this area. 
We have perceived ideas of what ‘society says 
we should have or be like’. There are no rules 
around how we live our life. Everything we do 
is our choice and a choice we make with our 
partner.

Sometimes the turkeys will get us down. 
The ‘turkeys’ could be work, relationships, 
children, challenges or finances. The secret 
to a joyful and happy life is communication 
and observation. When we are fully aware of 
what is happening, we are in a more able and 
better place to change things. When we make a 
decision to play below the line where we blame 
others, deny there is a problem or we make 
excuses for our actions, we make ourselves 
sick. Yes, every single cell in our body will take 
this onboard. Our cells will fully own what we 
are thinking, saying and feeling. It’s not possible 
for them to be doing anything different. We 
get sicker and sicker. It may come out as 
tiredness, low energy, anger, frustration, loud 
conversations, unloving conversations, blaming 
discussions or no conversation. Our bodies get 
closer and closer to dis-ease. If we feel this is 
happening, we are able to stop ourselves. Ask 
questions to highlight exactly where we are, 
what we are feeling and what our options are. It 
is our choice to be good or bad, happy or sad, 
communicative or shutdown. It’s our choice. 

Christmas is upon us and the entering of a 
new year. Many people get concerned at this 
time due to deadlines, financial stresses and 
communication issues within relationships. 
Relationship issues at Christmas will be 
stretched to include parents, siblings and 
friendships. It’s all the same. Our choice as to 
how we show up is critical to the success of the 
relationship. Taking ownership of our feelings, 

thoughts and actions is key to being top of our 
game and happy. If we continue with the old 
pattern, nothing will change. Doing the same 
old thing over and over is actually a sign of 
insanity.

In choosing to be different, shift happens. 
Knowing how we want a relationship to be 
is key. Once we know, we start showing up 
differently. What we put out we get back - life 
is a mirror. Communicate frustration, confusion 
and anger, and it will come back. Give love and 
we will receive love. It is simple.

TIPS ON IMPROVING RELATIONSHIPS 
• Know how our relationship is today. Could 

it improve a little or a lot? What could some 
improvement options be?

• Be the ear - hold the space for our partner to 
be heard. When we feel we are heard, change 
happens.

• Be honest about being sad, doubtful, 
confused, anxious etc.

• Allow ourselves to be vulnerable. Use ‘I’ 
statements. I feel..., I am...

• Include, I am here to support you, I want you 
to know how I feel. I love you. Together we 
can do this.

• Ask questions. Make the time, create the 
space and have conversations. 

A true relationship is someone who accepts 
your past, supports your present, loves you 
and encourages your future. When we choose 
to take responsibly our relationships evolve. It 
becomes an equal relationship, a supportive 
and loving relationship. Be in the moment, be 
fully present and make the best decisions for 
our future. Evolving is growth.

Visit www.debbiehogg.com

"Honest hearts 
produce 

honest actions."  
BRIGHHAM YOUNG

Words: Debbie Hogg

CHRISTMAS CAN BE A TIME OF STRAINED RELATIONSHIPS FOR A VARIETY 
OF DIFFERENT REASONS. READ ON FOR HOW TO DEAL WITH THIS STRAIN 
AND FOR HOW TO IMPROVE THOSE RELATIONSHIPS TO MAKE A FRESH 
START FOR THE NEW YEAR.

Make relationships 
your focus

life
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MISSED AN ISSUE OF HAVEN? Get access to your very own library 
and catch up on all your favourite stories. Parenthood - we're in this 
together! Visit www.havenmagazine.com.au/magazines
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The Young Ones Store 
is a fashion, lifestyle 
and accessories store 
for little kids and 
babes. With unique 
brands such as Children of the 
Tribe, Minouche, Phoenix & the Fox, 
Saltwater Sandals, He & Her  
the Label, Wishbone Bikes, Kollab, 
Alfie and so much more. 
Shop 5 Nioka Building  
792 Pacific Pde Currumbin Qld  
p: 5598 1747
     theyoungonesstore

Joyful Learners Montessori House provides 
a safe, nurturing environment and high 
quality care for your child.
A Family Day Care that gives your child 
the individual attention needed during the 
early years. CCB/CCR Available. 
Registered under YMCA Family Day Care 
p: 5573 1659 or 0413 378 165 
jlmontessori2015@gmail.com 
www.jlmontessori2015.wix.com/home

WHAT'S YOUR TARGET MARKET?

Make haven part of your marketing mix 
for 2017. Targeting families, specifically 
females 25 to 54 years with children, 
sharing stories of family life, wellbeing, 
fashion, education, business, travel, local 
news and events.

PRINT // DIGITAL // SOCIAL 
www.havenmagazine.com.au 

THE BEST SLEEPOVER EVER 
SleepoversRus hire packages are perfect 
for hosting the best sleepover party ever. 
Our individual themed tent packages 
include everything you need to create a 
memorable party that will be the talk of 
the town. Choose to have us set up or 
get creative with our DIY option. 
Melanie 0497 110 570
www.sleepoversrus.com.au

Beachkit is your one-stop-shop for 
"everything you need at the beach". 
Serving beach goers with summer 
products all year round, we supply beach 
umbrellas, beach and concert folding 
chairs, beach tents, and more! Available 
at local retailers just Google 'Beachkit 
Stockists'.
p: 1300 388 011
      BeachKit
www.beachkit.com.au

Make your child’s first years 
wonderful with Bountiful Bubs. 
We lovingly supply reusable cloth 
nappies, liners, menstrual pads 
and more for earth-conscious 
parents. Our products are made of 
ethically sourced bamboo, chosen 
for its anti-odour, anti-bacterial and 
hypoallergenic qualities. 

p: 02 6684 9222 
m: 0429 66 88 45 
e: bountifulbubs@gmail.com 
www.bountifulbubs.com 
      Bountiful Bubs

VISIT SANTA
Visit Santa in his sparkly pavilion between now and Christmas Eve to have your 

photo taken! While you wait to whisper Christmas wishes in Santa’s ear, explore our 
magical pavilion teeming with Christmas trees wrapped in fairy lights, reindeers 

or mail your letter to the North Pole!

To jump the queue and book your Santa photo online, or to find out Santa Photo 
times visit pacificfair.com.au

www.swann.com/au/swdsk-850004b
      swanncommunications

The Swann Smart Series lets 
you remotely monitor and 
control your home security 
from the palm of your 
hand. Combining HD video 
surveillance and alarms with 
smart home technology, you’ll 
have the peace of mind that 
your home and family are safe 
this holiday season.
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VISIT SANTA
Visit Santa in his sparkly pavilion between now and Christmas Eve to have your 

photo taken! While you wait to whisper Christmas wishes in Santa’s ear, explore our 
magical pavilion teeming with Christmas trees wrapped in fairy lights, reindeers 

or mail your letter to the North Pole!

To jump the queue and book your Santa photo online, or to find out Santa Photo 
times visit pacificfair.com.au
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